
1.1 Introduction 1The Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. Wybourne1.1 IntroductionThis course is a continuation of the previous semester course but itdoes not assume the subject matter of that course. The course will be givenin English. While the concluding examination paper will be set in Englishstudents may elect to answer written questions in Polish.In this semester I will be considering applications of symmetry conceptsto and more particularly groups to problems in physics with special emphasison applications to one- and many-particle systems. Some acquaintance withthe basics of �nite groups would be useful though not essential. Full noteswill be available for each lecture.I shall be assuming you have had a preliminary course in quantum theoryincluding the rudiments of perturbation theory and the quantum theory ofangular momentum. I propose to �rst give a brief review of atomic structurein order to establish some notationand then move on to a discussion of somerelevant properties of �nite groups taking the symmetric group as out primeexample and give a brief outline of the properties of symmetric functions. Iwill then introduce you to the subject of Lie groups and algebras using thequantum theory of angular momentum as an example. This will lead to directapplications to the hydrogen atom and the harmonic oscillator and then tothe concept of a dynamical group. The remainder of the course will then bedevoted to a wide range of applications.In making quantum calculations it is essential to be able to specify rightat the beginning (1). the Hamiltonian appropriate to the system being studiedand (2). by what manner we propose to solve the quantum problem. Thelatter usually requires that we specify a particular perturbation procedure. Iwould like to strongly emphasise the preceding two remarks. All to often one



2 1.3 Central Field approximationreads in the literature papers where neither remark is clearly stated.1.2 The many-electron HamiltonianOnly in very special cases can we write down a Hamiltonian for a systemand solve the quantum equations exactly. Examples of these special casesinclude one-electron hydrogenic atoms. Note even when we say "an exactsolution" we really mean an exact solution of a model system. For any realsystem our solutions can only be approximate. In some cases the solutionsmay apply to a system, such as, for example, a relativistic hydrogen atomwith astonishing precision while for a rare earth atom with � 60 electrons wecannot expect to attain anything like the same precision.For an N�electron atom we may write the Hamil- tonian, H, asH = NXi=1 � p2i � Ze2ri + �(ri)( s � l)i�+Xi>j e2rij + : : : (1� 1)The �rst term represents the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second theCoulomb attraction between the positively charge nucleus of atomic numberZ and the i� th electron, the third the spin-orbit coupling, and the fourth termthe Coulomb repulsion between pairs of electrons. The : : : are there to remindus that there may be many other terms such as internal, or external, mag-netic or electric �elds, hyper�ne interactions coupling the nuclear magneticor electric quadrupole moments to the electrons, crystal �elds and a multi-tude of relativistic e�ects etc. Furthermore, we are assuming, for the momentthat the nucleus is an in�nitely massive point object which means that weignore mass isotope e�ects and �nite nuclear size e�ects. Given the aboveHamiltonian we wish to solve the eigenvalue equationH	 = E	 (1� 2)This deceptively simple equation is incapable of exact solution, or even nearexact solution for nearly all atoms. We seek to solve a simpler problem andthen proceed to use perturbation theory.1.3 Central Field approximationIn order to simplify our problem let us assume each electron movesindependently of the other electrons in a spherically averaged central �eld



1.3 Central Field approximation 3potential �U(ri)=e with a zero-order Hamiltonian, H0,H0 = NXi=1 � p2i2m +U(ri)� (1� 3)with H0 =Xi ��Ze2ri �U(ri)�+Xi>j e2rij +Xi �(ri)( s � l)i + : : : (1� 4)To proceed we �rst solve the much simpler central �eld equationH0	0 = E0	0 (1� 5)This equation can be separated using a set of functions  (�i) such that	0 = NYi=1 i(�i) and E0 = NXi=1 "i(�i) (1� 6)leading to equations of the general form� p22m + U (r)� (�) = "(�) (�) (1� 7)This equation may be separated in spherical coordinates (r; �; �) by writing (�) = Rn`(r)Y`m` (�; �)r (1� 8)with the usual de�nition of the spherical harmonics asY`m` (�; �) = (�1)m`s2` + 1)(l �m`)!4�(` +m`)! Pm`` (cos�) expim`� (1� 9)with Pm`` (z) = (1� z2)m`22``! d`+m`dz`+m` (z2 � 1)` (1 � 10)Whereas the radial function Rn`(r) depends explicitly upon the central �eldpotential U(r) the angular part Y`m` (�; �) is exactly the same as that for ahydrogenic atom. Each electron carries a spin s = 12 with spin projection ms = �12and hence we should augment the orbital eigenfunctions of Eq.(1-8) with atwo-component spinor �(s;ms) to give a complete spin-orbital eigenfunction (�) = Rn`(r)Y`m`(�; �)r �(s;ms) (1 � 11)where now � � (n`m`sms) (1 � 12)describes a set of �ve quantum numbers associated with the state of a partic-ular electron in the central �eld approximation (for the moment we suspenddiscussion of the identity of electrons).1.4 Electron Con�gurations



4 1.4 Electron Con�gurationsNote that the one-electron energies "n` depend only on the quantumnumber pair n` and hence the sequence of quantum numbersn1`1; n2`2; : : : ; nN`N (1 � 13)de�ne an electron con�guration. Within the central �eld approximation the statesassociated with the same sequence of n` quantum numbers, and hence electroncon�guration, are degenerate in energy. Di�erent electron con�gurations havedi�erent energy eigenvalues. As is usual in designating a particular electroncon�guration we will normally suppress the quantum numbers associated withclosed shells and will thus often refer to con�gurations giving just such as arenecessary for clarity e.g. 3dx ( the 3d transition ions) or 4fx (the lanthanideions) with multiple occupation of an orbital being indicated by a superscript.1.5 Single Con�guration ApproximationThe lowest energy con�guration is the ground con�guration. In neutralatoms there are often several electron con�gurations competing for lowestenergy. Thus in the neutral 3d transition metal atoms the 3dN , 3dN�14s and3dN�24s2 are usually energetically close and strongly interacting. In that casewe have con�guration mixing occurring. A similar situation arises in the neu-tral lanthanides. As the ionisation of atoms increases the low lying electroncon�gurations tend to become energetically separated from one another andthe lowest states of the ion may be well characterised by those of a singlecon�guration. Thus the low lying states of the doubly charged transition ionsare well characterised by a single 3dN (N = 1; 2; : : : ; 10) con�guration and those ofthe triply ionised lanthanides by a single 4fN (N = 1; 2; : : : ; 14). In much of ourwork we shall assume a single con�guration approximation though, as we shallsee later, there are important phenomena such as intensities of transitions insolid state materials where such an assumption must abandoned.1.6 Bosons and fermionsThe particles we commonly encounter in physics can be divided into twoclasses bosons and fermions. Bosons are associated with integer spin, examplesbeing photons, gluons and the weak interaction bosons Z0 and W�. Fermionsare associated with half-integer spin, examples being electrons, neutrinos andquarks. Bosons establish the interactions between fermions. Thus the pho-



1.7 Permutational Symmetry 5ton, a massless spin 1 particle, is the exchange particle associated with elec-tromagnetic interactions. In most of atomic and molecular physics we canrestrict our attention to quantum electrodynamics (QED). The weak inter-actions manifest themselves in atomic and molecular physics in very smallparity violations. Bosons and fermions obey di�erent statistics, namely Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac, respectively. That requires us to construct totallysymmetric wavefunctions for many-boson systems and totally antisymmetricwavefunctions for many-fermion systems.1.7 Permutational SymmetryBosons and fermions di�er with respect to their behaviour under an inter-change of their position, or equivalently with respect to a rotation through2� or 360o. We shall designate the wavefunction for a single fermion or bo-son as �(�) where � is an appropriate set of single particle quantum num-bers associated with some single particle solution of , for example, some cen-tral �eld potential. Thus for a hydrogen atom we might use � = fns`msm`gor � = fns`jmjg. A N�particle system will involve N�single particle wave-functions (�i i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ) and N�sets of single particle quantum numbers(�k k = 1; 2; : : : ; N ). The wavefunction , 	, for the N�particle system will besuch that 	 = 	(�1; �2; : : : ; �N ) (1:14)For a two-particle system we could write	(�1; �2) = 1p2f�1(�1)�2(�2)� �1(�2)�2(�1)g (1:15)The positive sign corresponds to a symmetric wavefunction and the minus signcorresponds to an antisymmetric wavefunction. Note that we have permutedthe quantum numbers with respect to the coordinates of the particles. Thewavefunction of a pair of fermions, unlike a pair of bosons, undergoes a changeof sign. If �1 = �2 then for identical fermions Eq.(1.15) vanishes though not forbosons. That is consistent with the Pauli exclusion principle for identicalfermions. Thus permutational symmetry, required by the indistinguishabilityof identical particles, leads for N�fermions to the construction of of deter-minantal states to give totally antisymmetric states while for N�bosons to theconstruction of permanental states to give totally symmetric states. Hence for anN�fermion system we have the totally antisymmetric wavefunction



6 1.8 Many-particle states of Bosons and Fermions	(�1; �2; : : : ; �N ) = 1pN ! ��������� �1(�1) �1(�2) : : : �1(�N )�2(�1) �2(�2) : : : �2(�N )... ... ... ...�N (�1) �N (�2) : : : �N (�N ) ���������f1Ng (1:16)In LS�coupling basis we use � = fns`msm`g whereas in jj�coupling we would use� = fns`jmjg. The information content of the determinantal state may be fullyspeci�ed by the abbreviated formf�1�2 : : :�Ng (1:17)In the case of bosons we are required to construct permanental states to yieldtotally symmetric wavefunctions,	(�1; �2; : : : ; �N ) = 1pN ! ��������� �1(�1) �1(�2) : : : �1(�N )�2(�1) �2(�2) : : : �2(�N )... ... ... ...�N (�1) �N (�2) : : : �N (�N ) ���������fNg (1:18)The information content of the permanental state may be fully speci�ed bythe abbreviated form [�1�2 : : :�N ] (1:19)We shall use square brackets [ ] to indicate boson states and curly bracketsf g for fermion states. Equations (1.16) and (1.18) look remarkably similar.We have distinguished them by superscripts f1Ng and fNg, respectively. Thematrix of the single particle functions are the same in both cases but theaction on the matrix is di�erent. In the �rst case the determinant of the matrixis formed and in the second the permanent of the matrix is formed. Could weform other objects of interest by other actions on a matrix?1.8 Many-particle states of Bosons and FermionsLet us for the moment consider the states of N identical bosons or fermions.Suppose the boson has an angular momentum j = 2 (i.e. a d�boson) andhence mj = 0;�1;�2 while the fermion has angular momentum j = 5=2 and hencemj = �1=2;�3=2;�5=2. If N = 2 in both cases what are the allowed values of J ?We note that MJ = mj1 +mj2Just considering the non-negative values of MJ we obtain for the fermions thefollowing table of determinantal states:



1.9 Ladder Operators and Determinantal States 7Table 1.1 Determinantal states for (5=2)2 fermions.MJ States4 f5=2 3=2g3 f5=2 1=2g2 f5=2 � 1=2g f3=2 1=2g1 f5=2 � 3=2g f3=2 � 1=2g0 f5=2 � 5=2g f3=2 � 3=2g f1=2 � 1=2gInspection of the above table leads to the conclusion that the allowed valuesof J in (5=2)2 are J = 0; 2; 4.The corresponding d2 boson states for non-negative MJ are given in Table 1.2.Table 1.2. Permanental states for d2 bosonsMJ States4 [2 2]3 [2 1]2 [2 0] [1 1]1 [2 � 1] [1 0]0 [2 � 2] [1 � 1] [0 0]Inspection of the above table leads to the conclusion that the allowed valuesof J in d2 are J = 0; 2; 4 exactly those 1 found for (5=2)2.1.9 Ladder Operators and Determinantal StatesFor the electron con�guration f2 we can enumerate the set of determinantalstates for non-negative MS, ML as in Table 1.3.1 In general the antisymmetric states of N identical particles each having angular j = m=2 and the symmetricstates ofN particles each having angular momentum j = (m+n+1)=2 have the same total angular momentumJ values.See B.G.Wybourne, Hermite's reciprocity Law and the Angular Momentum States of Equivalent Particle Con�gurationsJ.Math.Phys. 10, 467-71 (1969).



8 1.9 Ladder Operators and Determinantal StatesTable 1.3. Determinantal states for the Electron Con�guration f2.ML MS = 0 MS = 16 f+3 �3 g5 f+3 �2 g f+2 �3 g f+3 +2 g4 f+3 �1 g f+2 �2 g f+1 �3 g f+3 +1 g3 f+3 �0 g f+2 �1 g f+1 �2 g f+0 �3 g f+3 +0 g f+2 +1 g2 f+2 �0 g f+3 ��1g f+1 �1 g f+0 �2 g f +�1 �3 g f+3 +�1g f+2 +0 g1 f+1 �0 g f+2 ��1g f+3 ��2g f+0 �1 g f +�1 �2 g f +�2 �3 g f+3 +�2g f+1 +0 g f+2 +�1g0 f+0 �0 g f+1 ��1g f+2 ��2g f+3 ��3g f +�1 �1 g f +�3 �3 g f+3 +�3g f+2 +�2g f+1 +�1gf +�2 �2 g



1.9 Ladder Operators and Determinantal States 9Recall that for an electron in an f�orbital ` = 3 and hence m` = 0;�1;�2;�3.There are just two values of the spin projection ms = �1=2. Thus it su�ces inwriting a determinantal state to just display the values of m` and indicate thevalue of ms as a + or � sign placed above m`. For a given determinantal statewe have MS = nXi=1msi and ML = nXi=1m`i (1:20)Thus every determinantal state may be associated with de�nite values of MSand ML. That does not mean that they are eigenstates of the total spin Sand orbital L angular momentum. To form such eigenstates we must formappropriate linear combinations of the determinantal states to give eigen-states jSLMSML >. Following tradition we will normally write such a stateas j2S+1LMSML > where (2S + 1) is known as the spin multiplicity. The quantumnumber L is usually associated with alphabetical letters0S 1P 2D 3F 4G 5H 6I 7K 8MA spectroscopic term will be designated as2S+1LAssociated with a given value on S there are (2S + 1) values of MS and with Lthere are (2L+ 1) values of ML whereMS = S; S � 1; : : : ;�S + 1;�S and ML = L;L� 1; : : : ;�L+ 1;�LInspection of Table 1.3 shows that the spectroscopic terms of the electroncon�guration f2 are 3PFH 1SDGIChoose j1I06 >� f+3 �3 g (1:22)Let us now determine j1I05 >. To do this we use the properties of ladderoperators. Recall L�jLM >=pL(L + 1)�M (M � 1)jLM � 1 > (1:23)and L� = nXi=1 `�i (1:24)



10 ExercisesLet (1.23) act on the left-hand-side of (1.22) and noting (1.23) act also on thedeterminantal state to giveL�j1I06 >= p6� 7� 6� 5j1I05 >= p12j1I05 > (1:25)and L�f+3 �3 g = p3� 4� 3� 2[f+2 �3 g+ f+3 �2 g] (1:26)Equating (1.25) and (1.26) givesj1I05 >= p22 [f+2 �3 g+ f+3 �2 g] (1:27)This state must be orthogonal to the state j3H05 > and hence after �xing aphase we have j3H05 >= p22 [f+2 �3 g � f+3 �2 g] (1:28)Application of the spin raising operator S+ to (1.28) givesS+j3H05 >= p2j3H15 >= p22 [f+2 +3 g � f+3 +2 g]and hence j3H15 >= �f+3 +2 g] (1:29)Note the appearance of the minus sign which comes from our particular choiceof enumeration of the determinantal states.Exercises1.1 Show that the totally antisymmetric orbital angular momentum statesof g3 (` = 4) (i.e. the states of maximummultiplicity) are the same as forthe totally symmetric states of (5=2)4.1.2 Determine the allowed values of J for the jj�coupled con�gurations(5=2)2; (5=2 7=2) and (7=2)2.1.3 Determine the allowed values of S and L for the electron con�gurationf2.1.4 Given that for an LS�coupled term 2S+1L we have J = L + S andJ = L + S; L + S � 1; : : : ; jL� Sj (1:30)Show that the values of J for the list of terms found in Ex 1.3. are thesame as those found in Ex 1.2.1.5 Show that in the con�guration j2 the only allowed values of J are theeven integers 0; 2; : : : ; 2j � 1.



Exercises 111.6 Starting with the angular momentum commutation relations[Jx; Jy] = iJz ; [Jy; Jz] = iJx ; [Jz; Jx] = iJy (1:31)show that if J� = Jx � iJy thenJ2 = J+J� + J�J+2 + J2z (1:32)1.7 If J = L + S show thatJ(J + 1)� L(L+ 1)� S(S + 1) = S+L� + S�L+ + 2SzLz (1:33)1.8 Determine the eigenstatesj1I04 > j3H04 > j1G04 > j3H14 >as linear combinations of determinantal states.1.9 Discuss how you could determine the eigenstates j3HJM > as linear com-binations of the states j3HMSML >. Hint: use the fact that J� = L� + S�.



12 Exercises The Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. Wybourne2.1 Introduction The structure of an electron con�guration develops whenwe include the Coulomb repulsion and spin-orbit terms as a perturbation onour zero-order central �eld solutions. In this lecture we review the basicstructure of dN and fN electron con�gurations.2.2 MultipletsThe Coulomb interaction, HC, commutes with the angular momentumoperators J2, S2 and L2 which ensures that the matrix elements of HC are diag-onal in the quantum numbers SLJ. Furthermore, HC commutes with Jz, Sz andLz leading to the matrix elements being diagonal in MJ , MS and ML and inde-pendent of the quantum numbers J;MJ ;MS;ML. Thus the e�ect of introducingthe Coulomb interaction in �rst order is to partially lift the degeneracies ofelectron con�gurations In general a con�guration splits into a series of multi-plets that are characterised by the total spin S and orbital L quantum numbers.Each SL multiplet is still degernerate with respect to the quantum numbersMS ;ML or equivalently with respect to the quantum numbers J;MJ . Thus eachmultiplet involves a set of (2S + 1)(2L + 1)-fold degenerate states.2.3 Spin-Orbit SplittingsThe spin-orbit interaction term, Hso, commutes with J2 and MJ butneither with S2 or L2 and hence the matrix elements of Hso are diagonal in thequantum numbers J;MJ and independent of MJ . Very importantly, The spin-orbit interaction is not diagonal in S and L and hence there is the possibilityof S and L ceasing to be "good quantum numbers" and a state j�JMJ i becomessome linear combination of jSLJMJ i statesj�JMJ i =XS;L a(S; L; J)jSLJMJ i (2:1)This mixing of multiplets is often responsible for a breakdown of selectionrules and for departures from LS�coupling.



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 13The spin-orbit interaction results in a further lifting of degeneracy, eachS; L multiplet splits into a series of sublevels each characterised by the totalangular momentum J whereJ = L + S; L + S � 1; : : : ; jL� Sj (2:2)with each level of total angular momentum J being 2J+1-fold degenerate. Thisresidual degeneracy may be lifted by the application of an external magnetic�eld as in the case of the Zeeman e�ect.2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurationsWe now give in table form the various LS terms that arise in the dN andfN con�gurations. Here I have used the theory of Lie groups to give a fulldescription of the states. In the case of the dN con�guration we have for asingle d�orbital a total of 10 states jdmsm`i which can be regarded as a vectorin a 10-dimensional unitary space. The LS multiplets of dN and d10�Nare thesame and hence we need only list the cases for N � 5.2.5 The Hund's rule groundstates for atomsThe groundstate of an atomic con�guration of the type `N may be de-termined by application of Hund's rules.1. From the list of LS multiplets select the multiplets of maximal S.2. From the multiplets of maximal S select the multiplet of largest L.3. If N � 2` + 1 select the smallest value of the total angular momentum Jwhile for N > 2` + 1 select the largest value of J.



14 2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurationsTable 2.1 LS multiplets of the dN (N = 0 to 5) con�gurations# of states U10 SUS2 � SUL5 SO5 2S+1L1 f0g f0g � f0g [00] 1S10 f1g f1g � f1g [10] 2D45 f12g f2g � f12g [11] 3PFf0g � f2g [20] 1DG[00] 1S120 f13g f3g � f13g [11] 4PFf1g � f21g [21] 2PDFGH[10] 2D210 f14g f4g � f14g [10] 5Df2g � f212g [21] 3PDFGH[10] 3Df0g � f22g [22] 1SDFGI[20] 1DG[00] 1S252 f15g f5g � f15g [00] 6Sf3g � f213g [20] 4DG[11] 4PFf1g � f221g [22] 2SDFGI[21] 2PDFGH[10] 2D



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 15Table 2.2 LS multiplets of the fN (N = 1 to 5) con�gurations# of states U14 SUS2 � SUL7 SO7 G2 2S+1L1 f0g f0g � f0g [000] (00) 1S14 f1g f1g � f1g [100] (10) 2F45 f12g f2g � f12g [110] (11) 3PH(10) 3Ff0g � f2g [200] (20) 1DGI[000] (00) S364 f13g f3g � f13g [111] (20) 4DGI(10) 4F(00) 4Sf1g � f21g [210] (21) 2DFGHKL(20) 2DGI(11) 2PH[100] (10) 2F1001 f14g f4g � f14g [111] (20) 5DGI(10) 5F(00) 5Sf2g � f211g [211] (30) 3PFGHIKM(21) 3DFGHKL(20) 3DGI(11) 3PH(10) 3Ff0g � f22g [220] (22) 1SDGHILN(21) 1DFGHKL(20) 1DGI[200] (20) 1DGI[000] (00) 1S2002 f15g f5g � f15g [110] (11) 6PH(10) 6Ff3g � f213g [211] (30) 4PFGHIKM(21) 4DFGHKL(20) 4DGI(11) 4PH(10) 4F[111] (20) 4DGI(10) 4F(00) 4Sf1g � f221g [221] (31) 2PDFFGHHIIKKLMNO(30) 2PFGHIKM(21) 2DFGHKL(20) 2DGI(11) 2PH(10) 2F[210] (21) 2DFGHIKL(20) 2DGI(11) 2PH[100] (10) 2F



16 2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurationsTable 2.3 LS multiplets of the f6 con�guration# of states U14 SUS2 � SUL7 SO7 G2 2S+1L3003 f16g f6g � f16g [100] (10) 7Ff4g � f214g [210] (21) 5DFGHIKL(20) 5DGI(11) 5PH[111] (20) 5DGI(10) 5F(00) 5Sf2g � f2212g [221] (31) 3PDFFGHHIIKKLMNO(30) 3PFGHIKM(21) 3DFGHKL(20) 3DGI(11) 3PH(10) 3F[211] (30) 3PFGHIKM(21) 3DFGHKL(20) 3DGI(11) 3PH(10) 3F[110] (11) 3PH(10) 3Ff0g � f23g [222] (40) 1SDFGGHIIKLLMNQ(30) 1PFGHIKM(20) 1DGI(10) 1F(00) 1S[220] (22) 1SDGHILN(21) 1DFGHKL(20) 1DGI[200] (20) 1DGI[000] (00) 1S



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 17Table 2.4 LS multiplets of the f7 con�guration# of states U14 SUS2 � SUL7 SO7 G2 2S+1L3432 f17g f7g � f17g [000] (00) 8Sf5g � f215g [200] (20) 6DGI[110] (11) 6PH(10) 6Ff3g � f2213g [220] (22) 4SDGHILN(21) 4DFGHKL(20) 4DGI[211] (30) 4PFGHIKM(21) 4DFGHKL(20) 4DGI(11) 4PH(10) 4F[111] (20) 4DGI(10) 4F(00) 4Sf1g � f231g [222] (40) 2SDFGGHIIKLLMNQ(30) 2PFGHIKM(20) 2DGI(10) 2F(00) 2S[221] (31) 2PDFFGHHIIKKLMNO(30) 2PFGHIKM(21) 2DFGHKL(20) 2DGI(11) 2PH(10) 2F[210] (21) 2DFGHIKL(20) 2DGI(11) 2PH[100] (10) 2FExercises2.1 Construct a proof that the matrix elements of HC are independent ofJ;MJ ;MS ;ML.2.2 Draw up a list of the Hund's rule groundstates for the dN and fN con-�gurations.



18 3.1 Permutations and the Symmetric GroupThe Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneWith the odd number �ve strange natures lawsPlays many freaks nor once mistakes the causeAnd in the cowslap peeps this very dayFive spots appear which time neer wears awayNor once mistakes the counting - look withinEach peep and �ve nor more nor less is seenAnd trailing bindweed with its pinky cupFive lines of paler hue goes streaking upAnd birds a many keep the rule aliveAnd lay �ve eggs nor more nor less then �veAnd owers how many own that mystic powerWith �ve leaves making up the owerJohn Clare ~ 1821Lecture 33.1 Permutations and the Symmetric GroupPermutations play an important role in the physics of identical particles. Apermutation leads to a reordering of a sequence of objects. We can place nobjects in the natural number ordering 1; 2; : : :; n. Any other ordering can bediscussed in terms of this ordering and can be speci�ed in a two line notation1 2 : : : n�(1) �(2) : : : �(n) (3:1)For n = 3 we have the six permutations� 1 2 31 2 3� �1 2 32 1 3� �1 2 31 3 2�� 1 2 33 2 1� �1 2 33 1 2� �1 2 32 3 1� (3:2)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 19Permutations can be multiplied working from right to left. Thus�1 2 33 1 2�� �1 2 32 3 1� = �1 2 31 2 3�The six permutations in (3.2) satisfy the following properties:1. There is an identity element � 1 2 31 2 3�.2. Every element has an inverse among the set of elements.3. The product of any two elements yields elements of the set.4. The elements satisfy the associativity condition a(bc) = (ab)c. These con-ditions establish that the permutations form a group. In general the n!permutations form the elements of the symmetric group Sn.Exercise 3.1 Construct a multiplication table (The Cayley Table) for thesix permutations given in (3.2) and verify that the set of six permutationsform a group.Exercise 3.2 Inspect your Cayley table and see what subsets of the elementssatisfy the four group axioms and thus form a subgroup of S6.3.2 Cycle Structure of PermutationsIt is useful to express permutations as a cycle structure. A cycle (i; j; k; : : : ; l) isinterpreted as i! j; j ! k and �nally l ! i. Thus our six permutations have thecycle structures (1)(2)(3); (1; 2)(3); (1)(2; 3); (1;3)(2); (1; 3;2); (1; 2;3) (3:3)The elements within a cycle can be cyclically permuted and the order of thecycles is irrelevant. Thus (123)(45) � (54)(312).A k-cycle or cycle of length k contains k elements. It is useful to organise cyclesinto types or classes. We shall designate the cycle type of a permutation � by(1m12m2 : : : ; nmn) (3:4)where mk is the number of cycles of length k in the cycle representation of thepermutation �.For S4 there are �ve cycle types(14); (12 21); (22); (11 31); (41) (3:5)Normally exponents of unity are omitted and Eq.(3.5) written as(14); (122); (22); (13); (4) (3:6)



20 3.3 Conjugacy Classes of SnCycle types may be equally well labelled by ordered partitions of the integern � = (�1�2 : : : �`) (3:6)where the �i are weakly decreasing andX̀i=1 �i = n (3:7)The partition is said to be of length `� and of weight w� = n. In terms of partitionsthe cycle types for S5 are (15); (213); (221); (32); (312); (41); (5) (3:8)3.3 Conjugacy Classes of SnIn any group G the elements g and h are conjugates ifg = khk�1 for some k 2 G (3:9)The set of all elements conjugate to a given g is called the conjugacy class of gwhich we denote as Kg.Exercises3.3 Show that for S4 there are �ve conjugacy classes that may be labelledby the �ve partitions of the integer 4.3.4 Show that the permutations, expressed in cycles, with cycles of lengthone suppressed, divide among the conjugacy classes as(14) �e(212) �(12); (13); (14); (23); (24); (34)(22) �(12)(34); (13)(24); (14)(23)(31) �(123); (124); (132); (134); (142)(143); (234); (243)(4) �(1234); (1243); (1342); (1432) (3:10)In general two permutations are in the same conjugacy class if, and onlyif, they are of the same cycle type. The number of classes of Sn is equal thenumber of partitions of the integer n.If � = (1m12m2 : : :nmn ) then the number of permutations k� in the class (�) of Sn isk� = n!1m1m1!2m2m2! : : :nmnmn! (3:11)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 213.4 The Cayley Table for S3e (12) (13) (23) (132) (123)e e (12) (13) (23) (132) (123)(12) (12) e (132) (123) (13) (23)(13) (13) (123) e (132) (23) (12)(23) (23) (132) (123) e (12) (13)(132) (132) (23) (12) (13) (123) e(123) (123) (13) (23) (12) e (132)3.5 Transpositions and cycles of Sn1. A cycle of order two is termed a transposition.2. A transposition (i; i + 1) is termed an adjacent transposition.3. The entire symmetric group Sn can be generated (or given a presentationin terms of the set of adjacent transpositions(1 2); (2 3); : : : ; (n� 1n) (3:12)If � = �1�2 : : : �k, where the �i are transpositions then the sign of � isde�ned to be sgn(�) = (�1)k (3:13)If the number of cycles of even order is even then the permutation is evenor positive; if it is odd then the permutation is odd or negative.3.6 The Presentation of SnLet us designate an adjacent transposition bysi = (i; i+ 1) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1 (3:14)then we can give a presentation of the symmetric group Sn in terms of the si viathe following three relations:-s2i = 1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1 (3:15a)sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 2 (3:15b)sisj = sjsi for ji� jj � 2 (3:15c)Every permutation � in Sn can be expressed as a reduced word of minimal length`(�) in the si.Exercise3.5 Verify the last sentence in the case of S3



22 3.8 The Alternating Group An3.7 Note on Hecke algebra Hn(q) of type An�1We can q�deform the presentation of Sn to give the complex Hecke algebraHn(q), with q an arbitrary but �xed complex parameter, generated by gi withi = 1; 2; : : :; n� 1 subject to the relations:g2i = (q � 1)gi + q for i = 1; 2; : : :; n� 1 (3:16a)gigi+1gi = gi+1gigi+1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 2 (3:16b)gigj = gjgi for ji� jj � 2 (3:16c)For q = 1 these relations are exactly those appropriate to the symmetric groupSn. There exists a map h from Sn to Hn(q) such that h(si) = gi and h(�) = gi1gi2 : : : gimfor any permutation � = si1si2 : : : sim 2 Sn. The set of reduced words h(�) for all n!permutations � 2 Sn forms a basis of Hn(q). For more details see:- R. C. King and B. G. Wybourne,J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 23 L1193 (1990).3.8 The Alternating Group AnThe set of even permutations form a subgroup of Sn known as the alternatinggroup An and has precisely half the elements of Sn i.e. (12 )n!.Exercises3.6 Show that the set of six matrices� 1 00 1 � � 0 1�1 �1 � ��1 �11 0 �� 0 11 0 � ��1 �10 1 � � 1 0�1 �1 � (3:17)with the usual rule of matrix multiplication form a group isomorphic toS3.3.7 Show that the symmetric group Sn has two one-dimensional represen-tations, a symmetric representation where every element is mapped ontounity and an antisymmetric representation where the elements are mappedonto the sign de�ned in Eq. (3.13).3.9 PartitionsThe partition of integers play a key role in much that follows. Here we reviewsome of their properties and establish some notation for later usage.A partition is any �nite or in�nite sequence of integers� = (�1 �2 : : : �i : : :) (3:18)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 23Unless otherwise stated we shall assume the sequence involves non-negativeintegers in non-increasing order;�1 � �2 � : : : � �i � : : : (3:19)Normally we will omit zeros.The non-zero �i form the parts of �. The number of parts is the length, `(�),of � while the sum of its parts, nlambda, is the weight of �. If nlambda = n then � issaid to be a partition of n.We shall frequently write � ` n to indicate that � is a partition of n. Repeatedparts of a partition will frequently be indicated as imi where mi is the numberof times the part i occurs in the partition �.The partitions for n = 6 are(6) (51) (42) (412) (32) (321) (313) (23) (2212) (214) (16)Note, in the above example the partitions have been listed in reverse lexico-graphic order. The ordering is such that the �rst non-vanishing di�erence �i��i,for successive partitions �, � is positive.3.10 The Ferrers-Sylvester diagramEvery partition � ` n may be associated with a Ferrers-Sylvester diagram, shapeor frame involving n cells, dots or boxes in `(�) left-adjusted rows with the i-throw containing �i cells, dots, or boxes.For n = 4 we have the �ve diagramsWe will formally designate the frame associated with a partition � as F �.The conjugate of a partition � is a partition �0 whose diagram is the transposeof the diagram of �. If �0 � � then the partition � is said to be self-conjugate.Thus andare conjugates whileis self-conjugate.



24 3.11 Skew frames3.11 Skew framesGiven two partitions � and � such that � � � implies that the frame F �contains the frame F�, i.e. that �i � �i for all i � 1. The di�erence � = ��� formsa skew frame F �=�.Thus, for example, the skew frame F 542=21 has the formNote that a skew frame may consist of disconnected pieces.3.12 Frobenius notation for partitionsThere is an alternative notation for partitions due to Frobenius. The diagonalof nodes in a Ferrers-Sylvester diagram beginning at the top left-hand corneris called the leading diagonal. The number of nodes in the leading diagonal iscalled the rank of the partition.If r is the rank of a partition then let ai be the number of nodes to theright of the leading diagonal in the i�th row and let bi be the number of nodesbelow the leading diagonal in the i�th column. The partition is then denotedby Frobenius as �a1; a2; : : : ; arb1; b2; : : : ; br � (3:20)We note that a1 > a2 > : : : > arb1 > b2 > : : : > brand a1 + a2 + : : :+ ar + b1 + b2 + : : :+ br + r = nThe partition conjugate to that of Eq.(3.20) is just� b1; b2; : : : ; bra1; a2; : : : ; ar � (3:21)As an example consider the partitions (5 4 32 2 1) and (6 5 4 2 1). Drawing theirdiagrams and marking their leading diagonal we have� � � and � � �from which we deduce the respective Frobenius designations�4 2 05 3 1� and �5 3 14 2 0�



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 253.13 Young tableauxA Young tableau is an assignment of n numbers to the n cells of a frame F �with � ` n according to some numbering sequence.A tableau is standard if the assignment of the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; n is such thatthe numbers are positively increasing from left to right in rows and downcolumns from top to bottom.Thus for the partitions of the integer 4 we have the standard Youngtableaux 1 2 3 41 2 34 1 2 43 1 3 421 23 4 1 32 41 234 1 324 1 4231234In the above examples the number of standard tableaux for conjugate par-titions is the same. Indeed the number of standard tableaux associated witha given frame F� is the dimension f�n of an irreducible representation f�g of thesymmetric group Sn.3.14 Hook lengths and dimensions for SnThe hook length of a given box in a frame F � is the length of the right-angledpath in the frame with that box as the upper left vertex.For example, the hook length of the marked box in� � � �����is 8.Theorem 3.1: To �nd the dimension of the representation of Sn corresponding to theframe F�, divide n ! by the factorial of the hook length of each box in the �rst column ofF� and multiply by the di�erence of each pair of such hook lengths.



26 3.14 Hook lengths and dimensions for SnThus for the partition (5 4 32 2 1) we have the hook lengths1086531and hence a dimensionf54322118 = 18 !2� 4� 5� 7� 9� 2� 3� 5� 7� 1� 3� 5� 2� 4� 210 !� 8 !� 6 !� 5 !� 3 !� 1 != 10720710It is not suggested that you check the above result by explicit enumeration!This is an example of a combinatorially explosive situation. Thus in S105one �nds for the staircase partition f1413121110987654321g the number of standardtableaux is equal todimension =513; 782; 568; 580; 731;957;367; 019;767;803; 085; 320;396632; 776; 099; 975; 918;380;865; 685;412;418; 054; 992;691;200ExerciseEstimate how long it would take a supercomputer to enumerate thenumber of tableaux and compare your result with the age of the uni-verse. Would any forseeable developments in computer technology allowthe enumeration to be completed on the human scale?The above evaluation can also be equivalentlymade by computing the hook lengths hij for every box at position (i,j) andthen noting that f�n = n !Q(i;j)2� hij (3:22)which is the celebrated result of Frame, Robinson and Thrall.Exercises3.8 Show that the dimension of of the representationfp+2; 2g = � � �is 12(p+4)(p+1)3.9 Calculate the dimensions of the irreducible representations of S6 andshow that X�`6(f�6 )2 = 6 !



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 273.15 The Symmetric group and TensorsLet T�1 :::�n be a \generic" n-index tensor, without any special symmetry.(For the moment, \tensor" means just a function of n indices, not necessarilywith any geometrical realization. It must be meaningful, however, to add (andform linear combinations of) tensors of the same rank.)The entries 1; 2; : : :n in the standard numbering of a tableau indicate the nsuccessive indices of T�1 ����n .The tableau de�nes a certain symmetrization operation on these indices:symmetrize on the set of indices indicated by the entries in each row, thenantisymmetrize the result on the set of indices indicated by the entries in eachcolumn.The resulting object is a tensor, T , with certain index symmetries. Nowlet each permutation in Sn act (separately) upon T . The n! results are notlinearly independent; they span a vector space which supports an irreduciblerepresentation of Sn .Di�erent tableaux corresponding to the sameframe yield equivalent (but not identical) representations.Example: The partition f2 2g of 4 has two standard tableaux:1 23 4 and 1 32 4 (3:23)Let us construct the symmetrized tensor T corresponding to the second ofthese.First symmetrize over the �rst and third indices, and over the second andfourth: 14(Tabcd + Tcbad + Tadcb + Tcdab):Now antisymmetrize the result over the �rst and second indices, and the thirdand fourth; dropping the combinatorial factor 116, we getTabcd = Tabcd + Tcbad + Tadcb + Tcdab� Tbacd � Tcabd � Tbdca � Tcdba� Tabdc � Tdbac � Tacdb � Tdcab+ Tbadc + Tdabc + Tbcda + Tdcba : (3:24)



28 3.16 Unitary numbering of Young tableauxIt is easy (though tedious) to check that T possesses the symmetries charac-teristic of the Riemann tensor.Exercise3.10 Construct a set of three 4-index tensors corre-sponding to the three Young tableaux associated with the partition f3 1g.3.16 Unitary numbering of Young tableauxMany di�erent prescriptions can be given for injecting numbers into theboxes of a frame.The standard numbering is intimately associated with the symmetric groupSn. Another important numbering prescription is that of unitary numberingwhere now numbers 1; 2; : : : ; d are injected into the boxes of a frame F � suchthat:i. Numbers are non-decreasing across a row going from left to right.ii. Numbers are positively increasing in columns from top to bottom.The �rst condition permits repetitions of integers.Using the numbers 1; 2; 3 in the frame F 21 we obtain the 8 tableaux1 12 1 13 1 221 23 1 32 1 33 2 23 2 33 (3:25)Had we chosen d = 2 we would have obtained just two tableaux while d = 4yields twenty tableaux. In general, for a frame F � a unitary numbering usingthe integers 1; 2; : : : ; d leads to f�d = G�dH� (3:26)where H� is the product of the hook lengths hij of the frame andG�d = Y(i;j)2�(d+i�j) (3:27)Thus for d = 5 and � = (4 2 1) we have H(4 2 1) = 144 and Gf421g5 = 100800 from whichwe deduce that ff4 21g5 = 700which is the dimension of the irreducible representation f4 2 1g of the generallinear group GL(5).



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 29In general, f�d is the dimension of the irreducible representation f�g of GL(d).Since the representations of GL(d) labelled by partitions � remain irreducibleunder restriction to the unitary group U (d) Eq.(3.26) is valid for computingthe dimensions of the irreducible representations of the unitary group U (d).The same rules for a unitary numbering may be applied to the skew framesF�=� introduced in S3.3. Thus for F 542=21 an allowed unitary numbering usingjust the integers 1 and 2 would be 1 1 11 2 21 2Note that our unitary numbering yields what in the mathematical literatureare commonly referred to as semistandard Young tableaux. Other numberingsare possible and have been developed for all the classical Lie algebras.Exercises3.11 Draw the frames F 22=1, F 4321=4212, and F 321=21.3.12 Use the integers 1; 2; 3 to construct the complete set of semistandardtableaux for the frameF 4321=4212 and show that the same number oftableaux arise for the frame F 21.3.13 Make a similar unitary numbering for the frame F 321=21 and show thatthe same number of semistandard tableaux arise in the set of framesF 3 + 2F 21 + F 13.



30 4.1 Young tableaux and monomialsThe Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneFor every complex question there is a simple answerand it's wrong.H. L. MenckenLecture Four4.1 Young tableaux and monomialsA numbered frame may be associated with a unique monomial by replacingeach integer i by a variable xi. Thus the Young tableau1 1 2 4 53 3 3 54 6 75 7 86 87can be associated with the monomialx21 x2 x33 x24 x35 x26 x37 x284.2 Monomial symmetric functionsConsider a set of variables (x) = x1; x2; : : : ; xd. A symmetric monomialm�(x) =P� x� (4:1)involves a sum over all distinct permutations � of (�) = (�1; �2; : : :). Thus if(x) = (x1; x2; x3) then m21(x) = x21 x2 + x21 x3 + x1 x22 + x1 x23 + x22 x3m13 (x) = x1 x2 x3The unitary numbering of (�) = (2 1) with 1; 2; 3 corresponds to the sum ofmonomials m21(x) + 2m13(x)The same linear combination occurs for any number of variables with d � 3.The monomials m�(x) are symmetric functions. If � ` n then m�(x) is homogeneousof degree n. Unless otherwise stated we shall henceforth assume that x involvesan in�nite number of variables xi.



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 31The ring of symmetric functions � = �(x) is the vector space spanned by all them�(x). This space can be decomposed as� = �n�0�n (4:2)where �n is the space spanned by all m� of degree n. Thus the fm�j� ` ng forma basis for the space �n which is of dimension p(n) where p(n) is the number ofpartitions of n. It is of interest to ask if other bases can be constructed forthe space �n.4.3 The classical symmetric functionsThree other classical bases are well-known - some since the time of Newton.1. The elementary symmetric functionsThe n�th elementary symmetric function en is the sum over all productsof n distinct variables xi, with e0 = 1 and generallyen = m1n = Xi1<i2:::<in xi1 xi2 : : : xin (4:3)The generating function for the en isE(t) = Xn�0 entn =Yi�1(1+xit) (4:4)2. The complete symmetric functionsThe n�th complete or homogeneous symmetric function hn is the sum ofall monomials of total degree n in the variables x1; x2; : : :, with h0 = 1 andgenerally hn = Xj�j=nm� = Xi1�i2:::�in xi1 xi2 : : : xin (4:5)The generating function for the hn isH(t) =Xn�0hntn =Yi�1(1�xit)�1 (4:6)3. The power sum symmetric functionThe n�th power sum symmetric function ispn = mn =Xi�1 xni (4:7)The generating function for the pn isP (t) =Xn�1pntn�1 =Xi�1Xn�1xni tn�1=Xi�1 xi1� xit



32 Exercises =Xi�1 ddt log 11� xit (4:8)and hence P (t) = ddt logYi�1(1� xit)�1= ddt logH(t)= H 0(t)=H(t) (4:9)Similarly, P (�t) = ddt log E(t) = E0 (t)=E(t) (4:10)Equation (4.9) leads to the relationshipnhn = nXr=1 pr hn�r (4:11)It follows from (4.9) thatH(t) = expXn�1pn tn=n= Yn�1 exp(pn tn=n)= Yn�1 1Xmn=0(pn tn)mn=nmn :mn! (4:12)and hence H(t) =X� z�1� p� tj�j (4:13)where z� =Yi�1 imi :mi! (4:14)where mi = mi(�) is the number of parts of � equal to i.De�ning "� = (�1)j�j�`(�) (4:15)we can show in an exactly similar manner to that of Eq.(4.13) thatE(t) =X� "�z�1� p� tj�j (4:16)It then follows from Eqs.(4.13) and (4.16) thathn = Xj�j=n z�1� p� (4:17)anden = Xj�j=n "�z�1� p� (4:18)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 33Exercises4.1 Show that for n = 3p3 = x31 + x32 + x33 + : : :e3 = x1 x2 x3 + x1 x2 x4 + x2 x3 x4 + : : :h3 = x31 + x32 + : : :+ x21 x2 + x1 x22 + : : :+ x1 x2 x3 + x1 x2 x4 + : : : (4:19)4.2 Noting Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6) and that H(t)E(�t) = 1, show thatnXr=0(�1)rhn�r er = 0 (4:20)for n � 1.4.3 Use Eq.(4.20) to show thaten = det(h1�i+j)1�i;j�n (4:21)and hence hn = det(e1�i+j)1�i;j�n (4:22)4.4 Use Eq.(4.11) to obtain the determinantal expressionspn = �������� e1 1 0 : : : 02e2 e1 1 : : : 0... ... ... ...nen en�1 en�2 : : : e1 �������� (4:23)n!en = ���������� p1 1 0 : : : 0p2 p1 2 : : : 0... ... ... ...pn�1 pn�2 : : : : n � 1pn pn�1 : : : : p1 ���������� (4:24)(�1)n�1pn = �������� h1 1 0 : : : 02h2 h1 1 : : : 0... ... ... ...nhn hn�1 hn�2 : : : h1 �������� (4:25)n!hn = ���������� p1 �1 0 : : : 0p2 p1 �2 : : : 0... ... ... ...pn�1 pn�2 : : : : �n+ 1pn pn�1 : : : : p1 ���������� (4:26)4.4 Multiplicative bases for �nThe three types of symmetric functions, hn; en; pn, do not have enough elementsto form a basis for �n, there must be one function for every partition � ` n. To



34 4.6 Calculation of the elements of the Kostka matrixthat end in each case we form multiplicative functions f� so that for each � ` nf� = f�1 f�2 : : : f�` (4:27)where f = e; h; or p Thus, for example,e21 = e2 � e1 = (x1 x2 + x1 x3 + x2 x3 + : : :)(x1 + x2 + x3 + : : :)4.5 The Schur functionsThe symmetric functions m�; e�; h�; p� (4:28)where � ` n each form a basis for �n. A very important �fth basis is realisedin terms of the Schur functions, s�, or for brevity, S�functions which may bevariously de�ned. Combinatorially they may be de�ned ass�(x) =XT xT (4:29)where the summation is over all semistandard��tableaux T . For example, consider the S�functions s� in just three variables(x1; x2; x3). For � = (2 1) we have the eight tableaux T found earlier1 12 1 13 1 22 1 23 1 32 1 33 2 23 2 33 (3:8)Each tableaux T corresponds to a monomial xT to gives2 1(x1; x2; x3) =x21 x2 + x21 x3 + x1 x22 + x1 x2 x3 + x1 x2 x3 + x1 x23+ x22 x3 + x2 x23 (4:30)We note that the monomials in Eq.(4.30) can be expressed in terms of justtwo symmetric monomials in the three variables (x1; x2; x3) to gives2 1(x1; x2; x3) = m21(x1; x2; x3) + 2m13(x1; x2; x3) (4:31)In an arbitrary number of variabless2 1(x) = m21(x) + 2m13(x) (4:32)This is an example of the general result that theS�function may be expressed as a linear combination of symmetric monomialsas indeed would be expected if the S�functions are a basis of �n. In facts�(x) =X�`nK��m� (4:33)where j�j = n and K�� = 1. The K�� are the elements of an upper triangularmatrix K known as the Kostka matrix. K is an example of a transition matrixthat relates one symmetric function basis to another.



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 354.6 Calculation of the elements of the Kostka matrixThe elements K�� of the Kostka matrix may be readily calculated by the fol-lowing algorithm :i. Draw the frame F�.ii. Form all possible semistandard tableaux that arise in numbering F� with�1 ones, �2 twos etc.iii. K�� is the number of semistandard tableaux so formed.Thus calculating K(42) (22 12) we obtain the four semistandard tableaux1 1 2 23 4 1 1 2 32 4 1 1 2 42 3 1 1 3 42 2and hence K(42) (22 12) = 4.Exercises4.5 Construct the Kostka matrix for �; � ` 4.4.6 Show that in the variables (x1; x2; x3) the evaluation of the determinantalratio ������x41 x21 1x42 x22 1x43 x23 1 ������������x21 x1 1x22 x2 1x23 x3 1 ������yields the monomial content of the S�function s21 in three variables asfound in Eq.(4.30). N.B. The above exercise is tedious by hand buttrivial using MAPLEV.The last exercise is an example of the classical de�nition, as opposedto the equivalent combinatorial de�nition given in Eq.(4.29), given �rst byJacobi, namely, s� = s�(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = a�+�a� (4:34)where � is a partition of length � n and� = (n � 1; n� 2; : : : ; 1; 0) with a�+� = det(x�j+n�ji )1�i;j�n (4:35)and a� = Y1�i;j�n(xi � xj) = det(xn�ji ) (4:36)is the Vandermonde determinant. Note that the Vandermonde determinant isan alternating or antisymmetric function. Any even power of the Vandermonde



36 4.8 Skew S�functionsdeterminant is an symmetric function. This has important applications in theinterpretation of the quantum Hall e�ect.4.7 Non-standard S�functionsThe S�functions are symmetric functions indexed by ordered partitions �. Weshall frequently write S�functions s�(x) as f�g(x) or, since we will generally con-sider the number of variables to be unrestricted, just f�g. As a matter of no-tation the partitions will normally be written without spacing or commas sep-arating the parts where �i � 9. A space will be left after any part �i � 10. Thuswe write f12; 11; 9; 8;3; 2; 1g � f12 11 98321g While we have de�ned the S�functionin terms of ordered partitions we sometimes encounter S�functions that arenot in the standard form and must convert such non-standard S�functions intostandard S�functions. Inspection of the determinantalforms of the S�function leads to the establishment of the following modi�cationrules : f�1; �2; : : : ;��`g = 0 (4:37)f�1; : : : ; �i; �i+1; : : : ; �`g = �f�1; : : : ; �i+1 � 1; �i + 1; : : : ; �`g (4:38)f�g = 0 if �i+1 = �i + 1 (4:39)Repeated application of the above three rules will reduce any non-standardS�function to either zero or to a signed standard S�function. In the processof using the above rules trailing zero parts are omittedExercise4.7 Show that f24g = �f32g; f141g = �f321gf14� 25� 14g = �f332gf3042g = 0; f3043g = f322g4.8 Skew S�functionsThe combinatorial de�nition given for S�functions in Eq.(4.29) is equally validfor skew tableaux and can hence be used to de�ne skew S�functions s�=�(x) orf�=�g. Since the s�=�(x) are symmetric functions they must be expressible interms of S�functions s�(x) such thats�=� =X� c���s� (4:40)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 37It may be shown that the coe�cients c��� are necessarily non-negative integersand symmetric with respect to � and �. The coe�cients c��� are commonlyreferred to as Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients.4.9 The Littlewood-Richardson ruleThe product of two S�functions can be written as a sum of S�functions, viz.s�:s� =X� c���s� (4:41)The Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients c��� inEqs. (4.40) and (4.41) are identical, though the summations are of coursedi�erent. In both cases j�j + j�j = j�j. A rule for evaluating the coe�cients c���was given by Littlewood and Richardson in 1934 and has played a major rolein all subsequent developments. The rule may be stated in various ways. Weshall state it �rst in terms of semistandard tableaux and then also give therule for evaluating the product given in Eq.(4.41) which is commonly referredto as the outer multiplication of S�functions. In each statement the concepts ofa row-word and of a lattice permutation is used.De�nition 4.1 A wordLet T be a tableau. From T we derive a row-word or sequence w(T ) by reading thesymbols in T from right to left (i.e. as in Arabic or Hebrew) in successive rowsstarting at the top row and proceeding to the bottom rowThus for the tableau 1 1 2 2 32 2 3 34 45 678we have the word w(T ) = 322113322446578 and for the skew tableau1 1 11 2 21 2we have the word w(T ) = 11122121.De�nition 4.2 A lattice permutationA word w = a1a2 : : :aN in the symbols 1; 2; : : : ; n is said to be a lattice permutationif for 1 � r � N and 1 � i � n � 1, the number of occurrences of the symbol i ina1a2 : : : ar is not less than the number of occurrences of i + 1.Thus the word w(T ) = 322113322446578 is clearly not a lattice permutation whereas



38 4.9 The Littlewood-Richardson rulethe word w(T ) = 11122121 is a lattice permutation. The word w(T ) = 12122111 is nota lattice permutation since the sub-word 12122 has more twos than ones.Theorem 4.1 The value of the coe�cient c��� is equal to the number of semistandardtableaux T of shape F�=� and content � such that w(T ) is a lattice permutation.By content � we mean that each tableau T contains �1 ones, �2 twos, etc.ExampleLet us evaluate the coe�cient cf542gf431gf21g. We �rst draw the frame F f542=21g.Into this frame we must inject the content of f431g i.e. 4 ones, 3 twos and 1three in such a way that we have a lattice permutation. We �nd two suchnumberings 1 1 11 2 22 3 1 1 12 2 21 3and hence cf542gf431gf21g = 2. Note that in the evaluation we had a choice, we couldhave, and indeed more simply, evaluated cf542gf21gf431g. In that case we would havedrawn the frame F f542=431g to getNote that in this case the three boxes are disjoint. This skew frame is to benumbered with two ones and one 2 leading to the two tableaux112 121verifying the previous result. Theorem 4.1 gives a direct method for evaluat-ing the Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients. These coe�cients can be used toevaluate both skews and products. It is sometimes useful to state a procedurefor directly evaluating products.Theorem 4.2 to evaluate the S�function product f�g:f�g1. Draw the frame F� and place �1 ones in the �rst row, �2 twos in the second row etcuntil the frame is �lled with integers.2. Draw the frame F � and inject positive integers to form a semistandard tableau suchthat the word formed by reading from right to left starting at the top row of the�rst frame and moving downwards along successive rows to the bottom row andthen continuing through the second frame is a lattice permutation.



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 393. Repeat the above process until no further words can be constructed.4. Each word corresponds to an S�function f�g where �1 is the number of ones, �2the number of twos etc.As an example consider the S�function productf21g:f21g.Step 1 gives the tableau 1 12Steps 2 and 3 lead to the eight numbered frames1 12 1 13 1 22 1 23 1 32 1 34 2 33 2 34Step 4 then lead to the eight words112112 112113 112212 112213112312 112314 112323 112324from which we conclude thatf21g:f21g= f42g+ f412g+ f32g+ 2f321g+ f313g+ f23g+ f2212gExercises4.8 Show that cf753213gf4321g:f4321g = 8.4.9 Show that f31g:f31g=f62g+ f612g+ f53g+ 2f521g+ f513g+ f42g+ 2f431g+ f422g+ f4212g+ f322g+ f3212g4.10 Show that f321=21g= f3g+ 2f21g+ f13g4.10 Relationship to the unitary groupWe have explored various symmetric functions indexed by partitions and de-�ned on sets of variables. The variables can admit many interpretations. Insome instances we may choose a set of variables 1; q; q2; : : : ; qn or we could evenuse a set of matrices. The link between S�functions and the character theoryof groups is such that, if � is a partition with `(�) � N and the eigenvaluesof a group element, g, of the unitary group UN are given by xj = exp(i�j) forj = 1; 2; : : : ; N then the S�function f�g = f�1�2 : : :�Ng = s�(x)= s�(exp(i�1) exp(i�2) : : : exp(i�N ))



40 4.11 S�function seriesis nothing other than the character of g in the irreducible representation of UNconventionally designated by f�g.The Littlewood-Richardson rule gives the resolution of the Kroneckerproduct f�g � f�g of UN as f�g � f�g = Xj�j=j�j+j�j cf�gf�g:f�gf�g (4:42)where the cf�gf�g:f�g are the usual Littlewood-Richardson coe�cients. Equation(4.42) must be modi�ed for partitions � involving more than N parts. Here themodi�cation rule is very simple. We simply discard all partitions involving morethan N parts. We shall return to these matters later in this course when weuse our results to discuss the classi�cation of many-electron states, especiallyfor the electronic f�shell.4.11 S�function seriesIn�nite series of S�functions play an important role in determining branch-ing rules and furthermore lead to concise symbolic methods well adapted tocomputer implementation. Consider the in�nite seriesL = 1Yi=1(1� xi)= 1�Xx1 +Xx1x2 � : : : (4:43)where the summations are over all distinct terms.e.g. Xx1x2 = x1x2 + x1x3 + : : :+ x2x3 + x2x4 + : : : (4:44)Recalling Eq.(4.3) we see that Eq.(4.43) is simply a signed sum over an in�niteset of elementary symmetric functions en withen = m1n = s1n = f1ng (4:45)and hence Eq.(4.43) may be written as an in�nite sum of S�functions suchthat L = 1� f1g+ f12g � f13g+ : : := 1Xm=0(�1)mf1mg (4:46)We may de�ne a further in�nite series of S�functions by taking the inverse ofEq.(4.43) to get M = 1Yi=1(1� xi)�1



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 41= 1 + f1g+ f2g+ : : := 1Xm=0fmg (4:47)Clearly LM = 1 (4:48)a result that is by no means obvious by simply looking at the product of thetwo series.In practice large numbers of in�nite series and their associated generatingfunctions may be constructed. We list a few of them below:A = P�(�1)w�f�g B = P�f�gC = P (�1)w=2fg D =P�f�gE = P�(�1)(w�+r)=2f�g F = P�f�gG =P�(�1)(w��r)=2f�g H =P�(�1)w�f�gL = Pm(�1)mf1mg M =PmfmgP = Pm(�1)mfmg Q =Pmf1mg (4:49)where (�) and () are mutually conjugate partitions, which in the Frobe-nius notation take the form(�) = � a1 a2 : : : ara1 + 1 a2 + 1 : : : ar + 1� (4:50a)and () = �a1 + 1 a2 + 1 : : : ar + 1a1 a2 : : : ar � (4:50b)(�) is a partition into even parts only and (�) is conjugate to (�). (�) is anypartition and (�) is any self-conjugate partition. r is the Frobenius rank of (�),() and (�).These series occur in mutually inverse pairs:AB = CD = EF = GH = LM = PQ = f0g = 1 (4:51)Furthermore, LA = PC = E MB = QD = FMC = AQ = G LD = PB = H (4:52)We also note the seriesR = f0g � 2Xa;b (�1)a+b+1 �ab� S = f0g+ 2Xa;b � ab� (4:53)



42 4.14 The Gel'fand states and the betweenness conditionwhere we have again used the Frobenius notation, andV =X! (�1)qf~!g W =X! (�1)qf!gX =X! f~!g Y =X! f!g (4:54)where (!) is a partition of an even number into at most two parts, the secondof which is q, and ~! is the conjugate of !. We have the further relationsRS = V W = f0g = 1 (4:55)and PM = AD = W LQ = BC = VMQ = FG = S LP = HE = R (4:56)4.12 Symbolic manipulationThe above relations lead to a method of describing many of the properties ofgroups via symbolic manipulation of in�nite series of S�functions. Thus if f�gis an S�function then we may symbolically write, for example,f�=Mg =Xm f�=mg (4:57)We can construct quite remarkable identities such as:BD =X� f�g � f�g (4:58)or for an arbitrary S�function f�gBD � f�g =X� f�g � f�=�g (4:59)Equally remarkably we can �nd identities such asf� � �g=Z = f�=Zg � f�=Zg for Z = L;M;P;Q;R; S; V;W (4:60a)f� � �g=Z =X� f�=�Zg � f�=�Zg for Z = B;D;F;H (4:60b)f� � �g=Z =X� (�1)w�f�=�Zg � f�=~�Zg for Z = A;C;E;G (4:60c)These various identities can lead to a symbolic method of treating propertiesof groups particulary amenable to computer implementation.4.13 The Un ! Un�1 branching ruleAs an illustration of the preceding remarks we apply the properties of S�functionsto the determination of the Un ! Un�1 branching rules. The vector irrep f1g ofUn can be taken as decomposing under Un ! Un�1 asf1g ! f1g+ f0g (4:61)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 43that is into a vector f1g and scalar f0g of Un�1. In general, the spaces cor-responding to tensors for which a particular number of indices, say m, takeon the value n, de�ne invariant subspaces. Such indices must be mutuallysymmetrised. The irreducible representations speci�ed by the quotient f�=mgare those corresponding to tensors obtained by contracting the indices of thetensor corresponding to f�g with an m�th rank symmetric tensor. Thus wemay symbolically write the general branching rule as simplyf�g ! f�=Mg (4:62)Thus for example under U3 ! U2 we havef21g ! f21=Mg! f21=0g+ f21=1g+ f21=2g! f21g+ f2g+ f11g+ f1g (4:63)4.14 The Gel'fand states and the betweenness conditionThe so-called Gel'fand states play an important role in the Unitary GroupApproach (UGA) to many-electron theory. This comes about from consideringthe canonical chain of groupsUn � Un�1 � : : :U2 � U1 (4:64)The states of such a chain follow directly from consideration of Eq.(4.62).Each state may be represented by a triangular array having n rows. There aren entries mi;n with i = 1; 2; : : : ; n corresponding to the usual partition (�) paddedout with zeroes to �ll the row if need be. The second row contains n�1 entriesmi;n�1 placed below the �rst row so that the entry m1;n�1 occurs between theentries m1;n and m2;n etc. Each successive row contains one less entry with thebottom row containing just one entry m1;1. The number of such states is justthe dimension of the irrep f�g of Un.



44 4.14 The Gel'fand states and the betweenness conditionConsider the irrep of U3 labelled as f21g. We �nd the eight Gel'fand states0@ 2 1 02 12 1A 0@ 2 1 02 11 1A0@ 2 1 02 02 1A 0@ 2 1 02 01 1A0@ 2 1 02 00 1A 0@ 2 1 01 11 1A0@ 2 1 01 01 1A 0@ 2 1 01 00 1A



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 45S2 Class (12) (2)Order 1 1f2g 1 1f12g 1 �1S3 Class (13) (21) (3)Order 1 3 2f3g 1 1 1f21g 2 0 �1f13g 1 �1 1S4 Class (14) (212) (31) (4) (22)Order 1 6 8 6 3f4g 1 1 1 1 1f31g 3 1 0 �1 �1f22g 2 0 �1 0 2f212g 3 �1 0 1 �1f14g 1 �1 1 �1 1S5 Class (15) (213) (312) (41) (221) (32) (5)Order 1 10 20 30 15 20 24f5g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1f41g 4 2 1 0 1 �1 �1f32g 5 1 �1 �1 1 1 0f312g 6 0 0 0 �2 0 1f221g 5 �1 �1 1 1 �1 0f213g 4 �2 1 0 0 1 �1f15g 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 15.7 Orthogonality Properties of CharactersThe rows of a character table satisfy the orthogonality relationX� h��(i)� �(j)� = h�ij (5:5)while the columns satisfy Xi h��(i)� �(i)� = h���0 (5:6)5.8 Compound CharactersA group character may be simple or compound. If the representation is irre-ducible the character is simple. A fully reducible representation has a compoundcharacter. A compound character � with a set of characteristics �� may beexpressed as a sum of simple characters by use of the orthogonality relations.Suppose � =Xk ck�(k) (5:7)



46 5.9 Calculation of Sn Charactersthen the coe�cients ck may be found as follows:-X� h����(k)�0 =X�;j ckh��(j)� �rho(k)= hckThus ck = 1hX� h����(k)�0 (5:8)If � is a simple or compound character, thenX� h�����0 = X�;i;j cicjh��(i)� �(j)�0= hXi c2i (5:9)and hence the condition that a character � should be simple is thatX� h�����0 = h (5:10)5.9 Calculation of Sn CharactersThe characteristics of the symmetric group Sn are the elements of the tran-sition matrix relating the power sum symmetric functions to the Schur func-tions. In fact p� =X�`n���s� (5:11)For a one part partition (r) Eq. (5.11) specializes topr = r�1Xa;b=0a+b+1=r (�1)bs(a+1;1b) (5:12)Note that the partitions (a+1; 1b) associated with the S�functions appearing inEq. (5.12) are all of the form of single hooks. Thusp3 = s3 � s21 + s13p2 = s2 � s12p1 = s1 (5:13)Recalling the multiplicative property of the power sum symmetric functionswe have p21 = p2 � p1= (s2 � s12 )� s1= s3 � s13



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 47which gives us the column of the character table for S3 for the class (21) wherethe Littlewood-Richardson rule has been used to multiply out the S�functionproducts.Exercise5.1 Calculate the character table for S4 using Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) togetherwith the Littlewood-Richardson rule.5.10 Character Table for S6Continuing the above procedure we can compute the characters of S6. Wenote that these calculations can be rapidly calculated using SCHUR and thecommand p to s or using MAPLE V.� (14) (214) (313) (412) (2212) (321) (51) (6) (42) (23) (32)h� 1 15 40 90 45 120 144 120 90 15 40f6g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1f51g 5 3 2 1 1 0 0 �1 �1 �1 �1f42g 9 3 0 �1 1 0 �1 0 1 3 0f412g 10 2 1 0 �2 �1 0 1 0 �2 1f32g 5 1 �1 �1 1 1 0 0 �1 �3 2f321g 16 0 �2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 �2f23g 5 �1 �1 1 1 �1 0 0 �1 3 2f313g 10 �2 1 0 �2 1 0 �1 0 2 1f2212g 9 �3 0 1 1 0 �1 0 1 �3 0f214g 5 �3 2 �1 1 0 0 1 �1 1 �1f16g 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 1 �1 15.11 Kronecker Products of RepresentationsLet us consider two sets of functions �1; �2; : : : ; �n and �1; �2; : : : ; �m which respec-tively form bases for the n�dimensional irreducible representation �P and them�dimensional irreducible representation �Q of the group G. Under the oper-ations of the group G the mn functions �i�k transform into linear combinationsof themselves forming a basis for a representation �T of G. This representationis known as the Kronecker product (or direct product) of the representations �Pand �Q and designated as �P � �Q. Recallgi�j =Xk pkj(i)�kgi�` =Xs qs`(i)�sand hence gi(�j�ell) =Xk;s pkj(i)qs`(i)(�k�s)



48 5.12 Worked Example of a Compound Character of S6Since Xj;` pjj(i)q``(i) = 0@Xj pjj(i)1A Xs q``(i)!we have for the characters of the representations�T (i) = �P (i)�Q(i) (5:13)5.12 Worked Example of a Compound Character of S6Let us review the preceding notes by �rst resolving a compound character forS6 and at the same time introducing permutation matrices. There is a class forevery ordered partition of the integer 6. The orders h� of the eleven classescan be computed via Eq. (3.11) to give� (14) (214) (313) (412) (2212) (321) (51) (6) (42) (23) (32)h� 1 15 40 90 45 120 144 120 90 15 40We can construct a typical permutation matrix for each class:-(16) : 2666664 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 13777775 (214) : 2666664 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 03777775(313) : 2666664 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 03777775 (412) : 2666664 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 03777775(2212) : 26666641 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 03777775 (321) : 26666641 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 03777775(42) : 26666640 1 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 03777775 (23) : 26666640 1 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 03777775(32) : 2666664 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 03777775 (51) : 26666641 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 03777775



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 49(6) : 26666640 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 1 03777775If we take the traces of these matrices we obtain a compound character of S6� = 6; 4; 3:2;2; 1; 1;0;0; 0 (5:14)Recall Eq. (5.8) ck = 1hX� h����(k)�0 (5:8)We have h = 6! = 720. Let us compute the number of times the simple character�f6g occurs in Eq. (5.14). Each of the characteristics �f6g� = 1 leading tocf6g = 1720(1x6 + 15x4 + 40x3 + 90x2 + 45x2 + 120x1 + 144x1) = 1and hence Eq. (5.14) contains the simple character �f6g once. Subtracting thesimple character from � leaves the residue�0 = 5; 3; 1; 1; 0;0;�1;�1;�1 (5:15)Inspection of the character table of S6 shows that �0 corresponds to the simplecharacter �f51g and hence � = �f6g + �f51g5.13 Example of a Kronecker Product in S4Let us resolve the Kronecker product of the representation labelled by thepartition (31) with that labelled by (22). Let us write this product as f31g � f22gand we wish to determine the coe�cients cf�gf31g�f22g wheref31g � f22g =X�`4 cf�gf31g�f22gf�gWe �rst calculate the characteristics for the Kronecker product using Eq.(5.13) to obtain the compound character� = 9; �1; 0; �1; 1Wemust now resolve the compound character � into a sum of simple charactersusing Eq. (5.8) and the character table for S4ck = 1hX� h����(k)�0 (5:8)



50 5.13 Example of a Kronecker Product in S4to obtain cf4gf31g�f212g = 124[9� 6 + 0� 6 + 3] = 0cf31gf31g�f212g = 124[27� 6 + 0 + 6� 3] = 1cf22gf31g�f212g = 124[18 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 6] = 1cf212gf31g�f212g = 124[27 + 6 + 0� 6� 3] = 1and hence we conclude that� = �f31g + �f22g + �f212g + �f14gThe calculation of Kronecker products for the symmetric group is equivalentto calculating the inner product of the corresponding S�functions. Thus inSCHUR one �nds:-DP>->sfnSchur Function ModeSFN>->i31,21^2{31} + {2^2 } + {21^2 } + {1^4 }SFN>The resolution of Kronecker products plays an important role in solid statephysics in determining the splitting of levels in crystal �elds and in selectionrules for transitions between crystal �eld levels. In the next lecture we willexamine such problems in relationship to the octahedral group O



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 51The Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneTo do research you don't have to know everythingAll you have to know is one thing that is not known{Art SchawlowNobel LaureateLecture 66.1 Example of the Octahedral Group OWe now illustrate much of the material of the previous lecture by a detailedconsideration of the octahedral group O. The octahedral group involves the24 symmetry operations corresponding to the proper rotations that send acube into itself. These operations comprise:1. The identity operation E.2. The eight rotations 8C3 through �120� about the four body diagonals.3. The three rotations 3C2 through 180� about axes passing through thecentres of opposite faces of the cube.4. The 6 rotations 6C2 through 180� about axes joining the midpoints ofopposite edges of the cube.5. The 6 rotations 6C4 through �90� about axes passing through the centresof opposite faces of the cube.The octahedral group O is isomorphic to the symmetric group S4. There are�ve classes (E;C3; C2; C4; C02) which are in one-to-one correspondence with the�ve classes (e; (31); (22); (212); (4)) of S4. The group O has �ve inequivalent irre-ducible representations designated in Mulliken's notation as A1; A2; E; T1; T2 orin Bethe's � notation as �1; : : : ;�5. These irreducible representations respec-tively correspond to the irreducible representations f4g; f14g; f22g; f212g; f31g of S4.The character table for the group O is given below:-



52 6.2 Kronecker Products for OO Class E C3 C2 C4 C02Order 1 8 3 6 6A1 1 1 1 1 1A2 1 1 1 �1 �1E 2 �1 2 0 0T1 3 0 �1 1 �1T2 3 0 �1 �1 16.2 Kronecker Products for OThe Kronecker products of the irreducible representations of O can be readilyevaluated by using the character table for O to produce a compound charac-ter and then using Eq. (5.8) to resolve the compound character into simplecharacters of O. We give a table of Kronecker products for O.Kronecker products for OA1 A2 E T1 T2A1 A1 A2 E T1 T2A2 A2 A1 E T2 T1E E E A1 +A2 + E T1 + T2 T1 + T2T1 T1 T2 T1 + T2 A1 +E + T1 + T2 A2 +E + T1 + T2T2 T2 T1 T1 + T2 A2 +E + T1 + T2 A1 +E + T1 + T26.3 Some Basis Functions for OLet us choose a set of axes x; y; z parallel to the edges of the cube and passingthrough the centres of its faces and consider the action of a typical memberof each class on x; y; z. Typically we �nd:-E(x; y; z)! (x; y; z); C2(x; y; z)! (y; x;�z); C 02(x; y; z)! (x;�y;�z); C3(x; y; z)! (z; x; y)C4(x; y; z)! (x;�z; y) (6:1)Each of the transformations can be represented by a rank three permutationmatrix to give respectively the typical matrices:-E :24 1 0 00 1 00 0 135 C2 : 240 1 01 0 00 0 �135 C02 : 24 1 0 00 �1 00 0 �135C3 :24 0 0 11 0 00 1 035 C4 : 241 0 00 0 �10 1 0 35 (6:2)Taking the traces of these matrices gives the character:3; 0; �1; 1; �1



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 53which corresponds to the simple character �T1 of O thus we may conclude thatthe functions x; y; z form a basis for the irreducible representation T1 of thegroup O.Let us now consider the transformation properties of the functions x2; y2; z2.Noting Eq. (6.1) we obtainE(x2; y2; z2)! (x2; y2; z2); C2(x2; y2; z2)! (y2; x2; z2); C02(x2; y2; z2)! (x2; y2; z2);C3 : (x2; y2; z2)! (z2; x2; y2); C4(x2; y2; z2)! (x2; z2; y2) (6:3)Againg these transformations can be represented by rank three permutationmatrices and taking their traces we obtain the compound character� = 3; 1; 3; 0; 1 (6:4)Using the character table for O we resolve the compound character � as� = �A1 + �E (6:5)We need three linear combinations of the functions x2; y2; z2 to span these twoirreducible representations of O. One of these must be an invariant that trans-forms as A1 and may be taken as x2+ y2 + z2 = r2. The two linearly independentcombinations x2 � y2 and 3z2 � r2 can be taken as a basis for the E irreduciblerepresentation of O.6.4 Example of a Kronecker ProductTake the functions x1; y1; z1 and x2; y2; z2 as representing the coordinates of twoelectrons. Each set of functions forms a basis for a T1 irreducible representationof O. From these we can form a set of nine functions x1x2; x1y2; x1z2; : : : ; z1z2 whichwill span the Kronecker product T1 � T1 with a compound character� = 9; 0; 1; 1; 1 (6:6)Either using the Kronecker product table or using the character table of Otogether with Eq. (5.8) we �nd� = �A1 + �E + �T1 + �T2 (6:7)Noting Eq. (6.7) we can produce an orthonormal set of basis functions asA1 :�1 =r13(x1x2 + y1y2 + z1z2) (6:8a)E :�2 =r12(x1x2 � y1y2)�3 =r16(2z1z2 � x1x2 � y1y2) (6:8b)



54 6.5 Characters of SO3 T1 :�4 =r12(y1z2 + z1y2)�5 =r12(z1x2 + x1z2)�6 =r12(x1y2 + y1x2) (6:8c)T2 :�7 =r12(y1z2 � z1y2)�8 =r12(z1x2 � x1z2)�9 =r12(x1y2 � y1x2) (6:8d)6.5 Characters of SO3The group of continuous rotations that turn a sphere into itself is designatedas SO3. The octahedral group O is a subgroup of SO3 as indeed are all the 32point groups associated with crystals. The 2` + 1 spherical harmonics Y`m(�; �)of rank ` form a basis for a 2`+ 1 dimensional irreducible representation D` ofSO3. All rotations through the same angle � belong to the same class of SO3irrespective of the axis of rotation. For a rotation through an angle � aboutthe z�axis Y`m(�; �+ �) = eim�Y`m(�; �) (6:9)Such a rotation can be represented by a rank (2` + 1) diagonal matrix withdiagonal matrix elements eim� and hence of trace, or character,��̀ = X̀m=�` eim�= ei(`+ 12 )� � e�i(`+ 12 )�ei�2 � e�i�2= sin12(2`+ 1)�sin12� (6:10)It is worth noting that the identity element of SO3 corresponds to a rotationthrough � = 0� and hence �0̀ = (2`+ 1) (6:11)At this point we also note that the Kronecker products for SO3 giveD`1 � D`2 = `1+`2XL=j`1�`2jDL (6:12)as commonly encountered in the quantum theory of the addition of angularmomentum.6.6 The SO3 !O Branching Rules



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 55The octahedral group O is a subgroup of SO3, i.e. SO3 2 O. The spher-ical harmonics Y`m(�; �) for a basis for the SO3 irreducible representation D`.However this irreducible representation will normally be a reducible repre-sentation of the octahedral subgroup and simple character of SO3 will becomea compound character � for O. To obtain the compound character � we cal-culate the characteristics ��̀ of SO3 for the angles of rotation associated witheach class of O using Eqns. (6.10) and (6.11). For O we note particularly thecharacteristics�0̀ = (2` + 1); ��̀ = (�1)`; � 2̀�3 = (�1)[`=2](1 + (�1)`)=2; � �̀2 = (�1)[`=2] (6:13)Note the characteristics for the classes C2 and C02 are the same. Thus for ` = 4we obtain the compound character� = 9; 0; 1; 1; 1 (6:14)which we may resolve into simple characters of O as� = �A1 + �E + �T1 + �T2 (6:15)or as a branching rule D4 ! A1 + E + T1 + T2 (6:16)Continuing in this way we can establish the SO3 !O branching rulesD0 ! A1D1 ! T1D2 ! E + T2D3 ! A2 + T1 + T2D4 ! A1 +E + T1 + T2D5 ! E + 2T1 + T2D6 ! A1 +A2 + E + T1 + 2T2 (6:17)6.7 The C4 Subgroup of OThe group C4 corresponds to the rotational symmetry of a square and involvesfour elements, the identity E; C4; C2; C�14 . These are a subset of those of theoctahedral group O. Whereas in the octahedral group C4 and C�14 occur in thesame class in going to C4 the class splits. Likewise only one of the C2 elementsin O survives and comes from the class C2 of O. The character table of thegroup C4 is given below



56 6.9 Application to a d�orbital C4 E C4 C2 C�14A 1 1 1 1B 1 �1 1 �11 i �1 �iE 1 �i �1 iNote that the character E involves a pair of characters that are complex con-jugates of each other.Exercises6.1 Show that the group comprising the identity permutation e and thethree permutations(1234); (1432); (13)(24) form a group that is isomorphic to C4.6.2 Show that for the group C4 the function z transforms as A while thefunctions x; y span the E irreducible representation.6.8 The O ! C4 Branching RulesThe O ! C4 branching rules may be determined listing the characteristics ofthe octahedral group O for the elements that are in common with those of thegroup C4. Thus we obtain the following compound characters�A1 = 1; 1; 1; 1�A2 = 1; �1; 1; �1�E = 2; 0; 2; 0�T1 = 3; 1; �1; 1�T2 = 3; �1; �1; �1These compound characters may be resolved into simple characters of C4 usingEq. (5.8) together with the character table of C4 to yield the branching rulesgiven below:- O ! C4 Branching RulesA1 ! AA2 ! BE ! A +BT1 ! A +ET2 ! B + E (6:18)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 576.9 Application to a d�orbitalLet us now apply some of our preceding results to a d�orbital. Under sphericalsymmetry the d�orbital forms a basis for the D2 irreducible representation ofSO3 and has 5�fold degeneracy (we ignore spin at the moment). If the d�orbitalis place in a crystal �eld having octahedral symmetry then the 5�fold orbitaldegeneracy will be partially lifted since under SO3 !O we found thatD2 ! E + T2and thus we conclude that the energy levels will involve a 3�fold degeneratelevel (T2) and a 2�fold degenerate level (E). If we were to distort the octahedralsymmetry so as to leave the rotational symmetry of a square we would deducefrom Eq. (6.18) that the E level of O would split into a pair of sublevelsbelonging to the A and B levels of C4 while the T2 level of O would split into anon-degenerate level B and a 2�fold degenerate level E of C4.Exercise6.3 Repeat the above analysis for a f�orbital.6.10 Half-Integer Angular MomentumSo far we have neglected spin and the possibility of half-integer angular mo-mentum. We recall from the quantum theory of angular momentum thatJ�jJM i =pJ(J + 1)�M (M � 1)jJM � 1i (6:19a)JzjJM i = M jJM i (6:19b)which is valid for both integer and half-integer values of J. These operatorsproduce states with the same value of J and the states jJM i produce a basisfor a (2J + 1)�dimensional irreducible representation DJ of SO3. Sincee�i�Jz jJM i = e�i�M jJM i (6:20)it follows that the characteristics �J� of SO3 will be exactly given as in Eq. (6.10)except for the replacement of ` by J. Note that for half-integer values of Jthe factor e�2�iM = �1 and hence for a rotation about a z�axis through � = 2�jJM i ! �jJM i. Under the group O rotations through 0 and 2� are equivalentand hence it is impossible to form, for half-integer J, linear combinations ofjJM i that possess octahedral symmetry. The solution was given by Bethe in1929 with the introduction of double groups or perhaps more accurately extendedgroups. The �nite group is augmented with an element �E which commutes



58 6.11 The SO3 ! �O Branching Ruleswith all the elements of the group and is such that �E2 = E. This results inadditional group elements �g when �g = �E � g = g � �E if �g 6� g. This may lead to adoubling of the number of elements to form the extended group (and hencethe name double group) except classes containing rotations through � are oftennot doubled. Technically these extended groups are associated with the factthat they are subgroups of SU2 the covering group of SO3.In the case of the octahedral group O we are led to the extended group�O whose character table is given below:-�O E �E 8C3 8 �C3 3 �C2 6C4 6 �C4 6 �C023C2 6C 02A1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1A2 1 1 1 1 1 �1 �1 �1E 2 2 �1 �1 2 0 0 0T1 3 3 0 0 �1 1 1 �1T2 3 3 0 0 �1 �1 �1 1E0 2 �2 1 �1 0 p2 �p2 0E00 2 �2 1 �1 0 �p2 p2 0U 0 4 �4 �1 1 0 0 0 06.11 The SO3 ! �O Branching RulesThe SO3 ! �O branching rules may be evaluated in the same manner as previousexamples, namely using Eq. (5.8) and the character table for �O. There is nochange in the branching rules for the integer values of J. For the half-integervalues of J we obtain the branching rules given below.D 12 ! E0D 32 ! U 0D 52 ! E00 + U 0D 72 ! E0 +E00 + U 0D 92 ! E0 + 2U 0 (6:19)Note that for an octahedral symmetry states with J � 32 remain degenerate.Exercise6.4 Enlarge the Kronecker product table given earlier for the octahedralgroup O to cover the case for the extended group �O.6.12 The Wigner-Eckart TheoremSo far we have used group theory to obtain largely qualitative informationfor physical systems and have made no attempt to calculate matrix elements,



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 59the key to obtaining quantitative results. A typical matrix element may bewritten in the form h�ijhjj�ki = Z ��ihj�kd� (6:21)We will choose the states �; � and the interaction term h to span the irreduciblerepresentations ��;��;�h of the group G. Thus the states �i with i = 1; 2; : : :; p willbe chosen to form an orthonormal basis for the p�dimensional irreduciblerepresentation ��, those of �j with k = 1; 2; : : : ; q an orthonormal basis for theq�dimensional irreducible representation ��. The operators hj representingan interaction term with j = 1; 2; : : :; r and forming an orthonormal basis for ar�dimensional irreducible representation �h of G. The Wigner-Eckart theoremthen leads to the result that:-h�ijhjj�ki =X� (���ij�hj; ��k)R� (6:22)Where the �rst term on the right-hand-side is a coupling coe�cient that con-tains completely the dependence of the matrix element on the components ofthe group irreducible representations while the �nal quantity R� is a reducedmatrix element that is totally independent of the components of the irreduciblerepresentations appearing in the matrix element.6.13 Selection RulesThe sum over � involves c� terms where c� is the number of times the irreduciblerepresentation �� occurs in the Kronecker product �h � ��. It follows that ifc� = 0 then the matrix element necessarily vanishes and we have a selection rule.In the case of the octahedral group the angular momentum operators (Lx; Ly; Lz)form a basis for the T1 irreducible representation of O. The Kronecker productT1 �E = T1 + T2 (6:23)from which we may conclude that the matrix elements of the angular mo-mentum operators evaluated between states transforming as the irreduciblerepresentation E are necessarily null. This corresponds to the common state-ment that orbital angular momentum is quenched in E levels.



60 8.1 The In�nitesimal Operators of SO(3)The Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneNo man is wise enough to think of all the ideasthat can occur to a fool{ Rudolph Peierls Bird of Passage, Princeton 1985Lecture 88.1 The In�nitesimal Operators of SO(3)The group SO3 plays a central role in the quantum theory of angular momen-tum. It is associated with the group of transformations that send a sphere inthree-dimensions into itself. The transformation matrices are degree three or-thogonal matrices, A, of determinant jAj = +1. The orthogonality requirementrequires that tAA = I3 (8:1)where I3 is the three dimensional unit matrix. For in�nitesimal rotations wehave A = I3 +B (8:2)where B is a matrix that has all its elements in the neighbourhood of zero.For the transformation to preserve the orthogonality we must haveI3 =t AA = (I3 +t B)(I3 + B) � I3 +t B + B (8:2)i.e tB + B = 0 (8:3)Thus B must be a skew-symmetric matrix with three independent components,say B = 0@ 0 a �b�a 0 cb �c 0 1A (8:4)But x0 = (I3 + �)x, i.e.0@ x+ dxy + dyz + dz 1A = 240@ 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A +0@ 0 a �b�a 0 cb �c 0 1A350@xyz1A (8:5)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 61Thus dx = ay � bxdy = ax+ czdz = bx� cy (8:6)Hence the in�nitesimal operators of SO(3) areX1 = @(cz)@c @@y + @(�cy)@c @@z = z @@y � y @@zX2 = @(�bz)@c @@x + @(bx)@b @@z = x @@z � z @@xX3 = @(ay)@a @@x + @(�ax)@a @@y = y @@x � x @@y (8:7)The above in�nitesimal operators of SO(3) close under commutation:[X1; X2] = X3 [X2; X3] = X1 [X3; X1] = X2 (8:8)The normal operators associated with the quantum theory of angular mo-mentum are Jk = �iXk k = 1; 2; 3 and the corresponding commutation relationsare [J1; J2] = iJ3 [J2; J3] = iJ1 [J3; J1] = iJ2 (8:9)where we have chosen our units so that �h = 1.8.2 Irreducible representations of SO(3)We now seek to �nd a basis for the irreducible representations of SO(3) ob-taining results familiar in the quantum theory of angular momentum. We willidentify J3 as the generator of in�nitesimal rotations in two-dimensions andhence associated with the subgroup of SO(3), namely, SO(2). Let us writeJ� = 1p2(J1 � iJ2) (8:10)leading to the commutation relations[J+; J�] = J3 and [J3; J�] = �J� (8:11)The operator J2 = J21 + J22 + J23 = J+J� + J+J� + J23 (8:12)has the special property of commuting with the set of operators (J1; J2; J3) and istermed the Casimir operator associated with the Lie algebra so(3) of the Lie groupSO(3). Of course we recognise it as the familiar square of the total angularmomentum J. Noting Eqn.(8.11) we have2J+J� = J2 � J3(J3 � 1) and 2J�J+ = J2 � J3(J3 + 1) (8:13)



62 8.2 Irreducible representations of SO(3)We seek the eigenvalue spectra of J2 and J3. Let us label the representations ofSO3 by the eigenvalues X of J2. We shall construct the eigenvectors jXai span-ning the space of a particular representation to be simultaneous eigenvectorsof J2 and J3 and label them by their associated eigenvalues X and a.Since J2 is a sum of positive-de�nite Hermitian operators it must itself be aHermitian operator and hence for a unitary representation must have real andpositive eigenvalues. Likewise, J3, is a Hermitian operator and must have realeigenvalues. Hence J2jXai = XjXai (X � 0; X 2 R) (8:14)and J3jXai = ajXai (a 2 R) (8:15)Use of Eqn.(8.13) leads to2J+J�jXai = [X � a(a� 1)]jXai (8:16a)2J�J+jXai = [X � a(a+ 1)]jXai (8:16b)In a unitary representation we must haveJy+ = J� (8:17)and hence the eigenvalues of J�J+ or J+J� must be positive de�nite. Thus Eqns.(8.16a) and (8.16b) imply that for a unitary representation we necessarily haveX � a(a� 1) � 0 (8:18)Using Eqn (8.11) we obtainhXa0j[J3; J+]jXai = (a� a0)hXa0jJ+jXai = hXa0jJ+jXai (8:19)leading to a0 � a = 1 (8:20)For a given �nite nonnegative value of X, it is possible to satisfy Eq. (8.15)with real values of X and a only if a has an upper positive bound a+ and alower negative bound a�, with a+�a� an integer. Solving Eq. (8.18) f0 a� givesa� = �12 � 12p1 + 4X (8:21)and hence X = a+(a+ + 1) and a� = �a+ � 1 (8:22)Since a+ and a� di�er by an integer, 2a+ must be a positive integer and hencea+ is limited to the �eld of positive integers or half odd integers.



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 63Let us put j = a+ and replace a by m. It follows that a given unitary irreduciblerepresentation of SO(3) may be labelled by the upper bound j with the eigen-vectors designated as jjmi where for a given value of j there are 2j+ 1 values ofm m = j; j � 1; : : : ;�j + 1;�j (8:23)The range of m is bounded above and below and hence the unitary irreduciblerepresentations of SO(3) are all of �nite dimension equal to 2j + 1. It followsfrom Eqns. (8.16a),(8.16b) and Eqn. (8.17) thatJ�jjmi = 1p2pj(j + 1) �m(m � 1)jjm� 1i (8:24)where the arbitrary phase factor has been chosen as positive. The ladderoperators J� allow us to step the value of m in steps of �1 withJ�jj;�mi = 0 (8:24)Note that the preceding equations are invariant under the substitutionj !�j � 1 and m! m (8:25)with Dj and D�j�1 being equivalent representations of SO(3).8.3 Lie AlgebrasIn the preceding section we have been discussing the properties of a particularexample of a Lie algebra. Formally we may de�ne a Lie algebra as follows: Let Abe a r-dimensional vector space over a �eld K in which the law of compositionfor vectors is such that to each pair of vectors X and Y there corresponds avector Z = [X;Y ] in such a way that[�X + �Y; Z] = �[X;Z] + �[Y; Z] (8:26)[X;Y ] + [Y;X] = 0 (8:27)[X; [Y; Z]] + [Y; [Z;X]] + [Z; [X;Y ]] = 0 (8:28)for all �; �; : : : ;2 K and all X;Y; Z; : : : ;2 A. A vector space satisfying the aboverelationships is said to constitute a Lie algebra. A given Lie algebra is said tobe real if K is the �eld of real numbers and complex if K is the �eld of complexnumbers.8.4 Structure ConstantsThe formation of a Lie algebra requires that the r elements of the Lie algebra,X� satisfy the closure condition [X�; X�] = c���X� (8:29)



64 8.3 Lie Algebraswhere the c��� = �c��� are known as the structure constants of the Lie algebra.8.5 The Killing FormWe may form a symmetrical tensor from the structure constants by writingg�� = g�� = c���c��� (8:30)which is known as the metric tensor or Killing form. Every Lie algebra maybe associated with a particular metric tensor. A Lie algebra A is said to besemisimple if and only if A can be written as a sum of simple Lie algebras. ALie algebra A will be semisimple if and only ifdetjg��j 6 0 (8:31)As an example consider the Lie algebra of so(3)[X1; X2] = X3; [X2; X3] = X1; [X3; X1] = X2 (8:32)We have from Eqn. (8.30)g11 = c�1�c�1� = c312c213 + c213c312 = (1)(�1) + (�1)(1) = �2Continuing we �nd g�� = �2���and hence so(3) is semisimple and its metric tensor is negative de�niteNow let us consider a Lie algebra whose elements satisfy[X1; X2] = X3; [X2; X3] = �X1; [X3; X1] = X2 (8:33)We now �nd g�� = 0@�2 0 00 2 00 0 21A (8:34)that is detjg��j = �8and hence we have a semisimple Lie algebra but the metric is inde�nite.8.6 Lie Algebra of the Euclidean PlaneThe Euclidean group of the plane, E2, relates a point (x; y) to a point (x0; y0) ina plane by the transformationx0 = x cos � � y sin � + ay0 = x sin � + y cos � + b (8:35)where � is an angle of rotation in the plane about the origin and a and b arethe x and y components of a translation in the plane. Each point (x; y) in the



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 65plane may be associated with a vector (x; y; 1) which is transformed into (x0; y0; 1)by the matrix 0@ cos � � sin � asin � cos � b0 0 11A (8:36)From that we may obtain three in�nitesmal operatorsX� = 0@ 0 �1 01 0 00 0 01A Xa = 0@ 0 0 10 0 00 0 01A Xb == 0@ 0 0 00 0 10 0 01A (8:37)which satisfy the commutation relations[X�; Xa] = Xb; [X�; Xb] = �Xa; [Xa; Xb] = 0 (8:38)The metric tensor is now found to beg�� = 0@�2 0 00 0 00 0 01A (8:39)which is obviously non-singular and hence E2 is not semisimple. The twoelements X2; X3 form a non-trivial Abelian subalgebra. This Lie algebra cannotbe reduced to a direct sum of simple Lie algebras but is rather a semidirect sumE2 = T2 �s X1 (8:40)Exercise8.1 Show that the Euclidean group in three dimensions, E3, is not associatedwith a semisimple Lie algebra and that it may be written as a semidirectsum of an Abelian Lie algebra associated with the group of translationsT3 and of the Lie algebra so(3).8.7 Antisymmetric TensorsLet us de�ne a new tensor c��� = g��c��� (8:41)Recalling Eqn. (8.30) we havec��� = c���c��� c��� = c���c���c��� (8:42)Use of the Jacobi identity, Eqn. (8.28), we havec��� = �c���c���c��� � c���c���c���= c���c��� c��� + c���c���c��� (8:43)The right-hand-side is invariant under any cyclic permutation of the indices.Since g�� is a symmetric tensor and c��� is antisymmetric in � and � it followsthat c��� is a totally antisymmetric tensor under any interchange of its indices.



66 8.3 Lie Algebras8.8 The Casimir OperatorsLet X� stand for an element of a Lie algebra A and de�neC = g��X�X� (8:44)The operator C is known as the Casimir operator and has the very importantproperty of commuting with all the elements of a semisimple Lie algebra.Exercises8.2 Given the Lie algebra for so(3) de�ned by the commutation relationsgiven in Eqn. (8.8) show that its Casimir operator is given byC = �12(X21 +X22 +X23 ) (8:45)8.3 The commutation relations given in Eqn. (8.33), which are those of thenon-compact Lie algebra so(2; 1) has the Casimir operatorC = �12(X21 �X22 �X23 ) (8:46)Concluding RemarksThe Casimir operators play an important role in applications to physical prob-lems whereas the Lie algebra so(2; 1) will lead us to simple solutions to a widerange of problems in physics involving second-order di�erential equations, thesubject of Lecture 9.



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 67The Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybournePeople have now a-days, got a strange opinion thateverything should be taught by lectures. Now, Icannot see that lectures can do so much good asas reading the books from which the lectures are taken.I know nothing that can best be taught by lectures,except where experiments are to be shewn. Youmay teach chymistry by lectures. You might teachthe making of shoes by lectures!{ Samuel Johnson 1766Lecture 1010.1 Spectrum Generating Lie Algebras based upon so(2; 1)Most of the analytically solvable second-order di�erential equations involvinga single variable that are of interest in electromagnetic and quantum theorycan be transformed into the standard form:-d2Ydy2 + f(y)Y = 0 (10:1)where Y = Y (y).Many of the di�erential equations can be expressed in terms of the elements ofthe Lie algebra so(2; 1) � su(1; 1). If we know the spectral properties of these ele-ments we can immediately generate the spectrum associated with the relevantsecond-order di�erential equation.10.2 A realisation of so(2; 1)The Lie algebra associated with the group SO(2; 1) is characterised by the com-mutation relationships[�1;�2] = �i�3; [�2;�3] = i�1; [�3;�1] = i�2 (10:2)A realisation in terms of a single dimensionless variable y may be obtained bywriting �1 = @2@y2 + a1(y)�2 = i �k(y) @@y + a2(y)��3 = @2@y2 + a3(y) (10:3)



68 10.3 The Second-Order Di�erential EquationMaking use of Eqn. (10.2) then givesa1 = �(� � y)2 + (� � y)216a2 = �34a3 = �(� � y)2 + (� � y)216 + k = � � y2 (10:4)where �; � and  are integration constants.The existence of the Casimir invariant�2 = �23 � �21 � �22 (10:5)requires that  = 0 and hence �2 = ��4 � 316 (10:6)If we choose � = 0 we obtain the standard form for so(2; 1) in terms of a singlevariable y as �1 = @2@y2 + �y2 + y216�2 = � i2 �y @@y + 12��3 = @2@y2 + �y2 � y216 (10:7)10.3 The Second-Order Di�erential EquationRecall the standard form d2Ydy2 + f(y)Y = 0 (10:1)and let us put f(y) = ay2 + by2 + c (10:8)We may now rewrite Eqn. (10.1) in the form@2@y2 + ay2 + by2 + c = (12 + 8b)�1 + (12 � 8b)�3 + c (10:9)Making the identi�cation a = �4�2 � 14 (10:10)yielding �(12 + 8b)�1 + (12 � 8b)�3 + c�Y = 0 (10:11)10.4 The Tilting Angle



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 69Equation (10.11) can be greatly simpli�ed by performing a rotation throughan arbitrary tilting angle � such thate�i��2�1ei��2 = �1 cosh � + �3 sinh �and e�i��2�3ei��2 = �1 sinh � + �3 cosh � (10:12)giving��(12 + 8b) sinh � + (12 � 8b) cosh ���1 + �(12 + 8b) sinh � + (12 � 8b) cosh ���3 + c� ~Y = 0 (10:13)where ~Y = e�i��2Y (10:14)The tilting angle � may be chosen to either diagonalise �3 to yield the discretespectrum or diagonalise �1 yielding the continuous part of the spectrum.10.5 The Discrete SpectrumIf we put tanh� = � 12 + 8b12 � 8b (10:15)equation (10.13) reduces to just �3 ~Y = c4p�b ~Y (10:16)where ~Y is a simultaneous eigenvector of �2 and �3 and hence the eigenvectorsmust span one of the discrete in�nite unitary irreducible representations D+(�)or D�(�) of so(2; 1). In the case of D+(�) the eigenvalues of �3 will have a lowerbound � which increases in steps of unity with no upper bound and converselyfor D�(�). Thus we may write the eigenvalue solution of Eqn. (10.16) as�3 ~Y +�x = (�� + x) ~Y +�x= c4p�b ~Y +�x (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (10:17)with �2 ~Y +�x = �(� + 1)~Y +�x (� < 0) (10:18)Noting Eqn. (10.17) we conclude that the existence of a discrete eigenvaluesolution associated with the second-order di�erential equation� @2@y2 + ay2 + by2 + c�Y = 0 (10:19)requires that 4(��+ x) = cp�c (10:20)



70 10.6 The Continuous Eigenvalue SpectrumThis equation may be put into a more direct form by noting from Eqn. (10.6)that �(� + 1) = ��4 � 316 (10:21)and a = � and hence � = �12(1 +r14 � a) (14 � a � 0) (10:22)where, since � < 0 we keep only the negative root. Using this result in Eqn.(10.20) yields the key result4x+ 2 +p1� 4a = cp�b x = 0; 1; 2; : : : (10:23)10.6 The Continuous Eigenvalue SpectrumIn this case we diagonalise the non-compact generator �1 using the tiltingangle tanh� = 12 � 8b12 + 8b (10:24)Eqn. (10.13) then reduces to �1 ~Y = �c4p�b ~Y (10:25)The eigenvalue spectrum is characterised by a continuous spectrum � where� = �c4p�b (10:26)Note that the continuous part of the spectrum only exists where tanh� exists.10.7 The Three-Dimensional Harmonic OscillatorThe three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator is of great importancein nuclear shell theory, vibrational states in molecules and solids and in thetheory of quantum dots. The appropriate radial di�erential equation is� d2dr2 � `(` + 1)r2 � r2 + 2E�R(r) = 0 (10:27)Comparison with Eqn. (10.19) requiresa = �`(` + 1); b = �1; and c = 2EUsing these values in Eqn. (10.23) givesE = 2x+ `+ 32 (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :)Putting n = 2x+ ` yields the familiar resultEn = (n+ 32) (10:28)



2.4 The LS terms of dN and fN con�gurations 71If we add a perturbing term �r2 (� � 0) to the Hamiltonian Eqn. (10.27)becomes � d2dr2 � `(` + 1) + �r2 � r2 + 2E�R(r) = 0leading to E = 2x+ 1 +r(`+ 12)2 + � (10:29)Note there is no continuous spectrum for the harmonic oscillator since puttingb = �1 in Eqn. (10.24) leads to a tilting angle that falls outside of the allowedlimits of tanh�.10.8 The Kepler ProblemConsider the di�erential equation� d2dr2 + 2r ddr + tr + ur2 + v�R(r) = 0 (10:30)We can transform it into standard form by puttingr = y2 and R(r) = y� 3�R(y) (10:31)to give � d2dy2 + 4u� 34y2 + 4vy2 + 4t�R(y) = 0 (10:32)Using Eqns. (10.10) and (10.23) gives for the discrete spectrum2x+ 1 +p1� 4u = tp�v (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (10:33)For a non-relativistic hydrogen atom we have t = �2Z, u = �`(` + 1) and v = 2Ewhich in Eqn. (10.33) yields the bound state spectrum asEn = � Z22n2 (10:34)with n = x+ ` + 1.Adding an inverse-cube potential to the Hamiltonian puts u = �`(` + 1) � � toyield the discrete spectrumE = �Z22 hx+ 12 +q(`+ 12)2 + 2�i2 (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (10:35)which lifts the degeneracy of the H-atom in a manner similar to the normal�ne structure.10.9 Klien-Gordon H-atomThe case of the Klien-Gordon equation for an H-atom leads to t = �2Z�2E,u = Z2�2 � `(` + 1), and v = (�4E2�1)�2 in Eqn. (10.33) to yield the spectrum�2E = 1q1 + Z2�2n2 (10:36)



72 10.8 The Kepler Problemwhere n = x+ 12 +q(`+ 12)2 � Z2�2 and � is the �ne structure constant.10.10 The Morse PotentialThe di�erential equation� d2dz2 + p exp2�z +q exp�z +r�R(z) = 0 (10:37)arises in certain physical problems and may be transformed into the standardform by putting z = ln y2 and R(z) = R(y)pyto give � d2dy2 + 16r+ �24�2y2 + 4p�2 y2 + 4q�2�R(y) = 0 (10:38)Morse has considered the energy eigenvalue spectrum associated with thedi�erential equation � d2dr2 � 2D exp�2�z +4D exp��z +2E�R(r) = 0 (10:39)Noting Eqns. (10.37) and (10.38) we obtain the standard form� d2dy2 + 32E + �24�2y2 � 8D�2 y2 + 16D�2 �R(y) = 0 (10:40)Use of Eqn. (10.23) leads toE = ��22  p2D� � (x+ 12)!2 (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :; xmax) (10:41)where xmax + 12 < p2D� (10:42)10.11 Concluding RemarkIn this lecture we have seen a few examples of the application of a non-compact Lie algebra to solving di�erential equations in physics. This is justa beginning. The subject of Lie symmetries and the di�erential equations ofphysics has developed into an important research area in theoretical physics.We have looked so far at just the three-parameter Lie groups. However, thereis a vast range of possible Lie groups, their associated Lie algebras and theirapplications as will be discussed in subsequent lectures.



73The Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneLecture 1111.1 Quantum Dots and Symmetry PhysicsThe subject of quantum dots involves the con�nement of N electrons in two orthree dimensions, commonly by electrostatic �elds, over a nano-metre scale.The con�ning potential is, to a good approximation parabolic. The quantumdot behaves as an N�electron atom without a nuclear core. One may add orsubtract a single electron from a quantum dot giving rise to the possibility ofnano-metre scale devices such as transitors etc.In an atom the kinetic energy tends to dominate over the potential energy (thecon�nement length is small) whereas in a quantum dot the two contributionsare roughly of the same order making normal perturbative methods di�cult.A closely analogous problem is that of nucleons con�ned in a harmonic oscil-lator potential with quantised motion occuring about the centre of mass ofthe N�nucleon system. We shall �rst review some of the properties of theisotropic harmonic oscillator, the unitary group U (3) and the special unitarygroup SU (3).11.2 The Isotropic harmonic oscillatorThe Hamiltonian H of a normalised isotropic harmonic oscillator (i.e. withm = �h = ! = 1) in three-dimensions may be written asH = 12(p2 + r2) (11:1)From Heisenberg's quantisation postulate the coordinates qi and momenta pisatisfy the commutation relations[qi; qj] = [pi; pj] = 0; [qi; pj] = i�ij (11:2)Now introduce boson annihilation and creation operators ( a and ay respec-



74 11.3 The Full Linear Group GL(n)tively) a = 1p2(r + ip); ay = 1p2(r � ip) (11:3)which satisfy the bosonic commutation relation[ai; ayj] = �ij (11:4)The Hamiltonian can now be written asH = ay � a + 32 (11:5)Use of Eqn. (11.4) then leads to[H; ayj] = ayj; [H; aj] = �aj (11:6)Thus we deduce that ayj creates and aj annihilates a quantum in the j direction.We recognise ay � a as being the number operator with eigenvalues ofn = n1 + n2 + n3 (11:7)and hence the energy eigenvalues of H areEn = n+ 32 (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (11:8)with normalised state vectorsjn1n2n3i = 3Yi=1 ayniipni! j000i (11:9)with j000i being the vacuum state withaj j000i = 0 (11:10)Noting that ay = a� we have hn1n2n3j = h000j 3Yi=1 aniipni! (11:11)with h000jayj = 0 (11:12)11.3 The Full Linear Group GL(n)Consider a vector space Vn and linear transformations of contravariant vectorswith components x1; : : : ; xn such thatxi ! x0i = �ijxj (11:13)



75The coe�cients �ij are complex numbers and we assume the Einstein summa-tion convention over repeated upper and lower indices. We restrict ourselvesto transformations which have an inverse and hence to non-singular matrices[aij]. The set of all such transformations in Vn form the full linear group GL(n)The set of matrix transformations of GL(n) involving unitary matrices of rankn form the elements of the unitary group U (n). Transformations with theproperty det[aij] = +1 (11:14)are called unimodular; the special unitary group, SU (n), is the subgroup of uni-modular transformations in U (3).We can de�ne covariant vectors with components x1; : : : ; xn which undergo lineartransformations xi ! x0i = xjbji (11:15)such that x0ix0i = xixiimplying that aijbki = �kj (11:16)Restricting transformations to those of U (n) the relationship between covariantand contravariant transformations is that of complex conjugation.11.4 Note on TensorsTensors with covariant and contravariant indices are de�ned by their trans-formation properties:- T ij:::kl::: ! aimajn : : :Tmn:::pq::: bpkbql : : : (11:17)A tensor with m upper su�xes and n lower indices is said to be of order m+ n.The upper and lower indices of a tensor may be separately symmetrised andantisymmetrised; in general an irreducible tensor must be such that on separatepermutation of its upper and lower indices it transforms according to an irre-ducible representation of the group of permutations on the indices concerned.In addition it must be separated into its irreducible parts by successive con-tractions of upper and lower indices.11.5 Irreducible representations of the Unitary group U (n)



76 11.5 Irreducible representations of the Unitary group U (n)There is a close relation between the properties of tensors as bases for theirreducible representations of GL(n) and as bases for the irreducible represen-tations of the groups of permutations acting on their indices. For the momentlet us restrict our attention to tensors that are purely covariant or contravari-ant. For GL(n) (or U (n)) the irreducible tensors may be described by partitions� ` m where m is the order of the tensor (i.e. the number of upper (or lower)indices) and �1 � �2 � : : :�p (11:18)A symmetric tensor of rank three would correspond to the partition (3) while anantisymmetric tensor of rank 3 would correspond to the partition (13). Likewise,there is an irreducible representation of the group U (n) for every partition intonot more than n parts. Note that there is an in�nite number of irreducible rep-resentations for a given U (n). For example, in the case of U (3) f100g; f210g;f321g; : : :all label distinct irreducible representations of U (3).11.6 Irreducible representations of the Special Unitary group SU (n)Under the restriction from U (n)! SU (n) the representationsf�1; �2; : : : ; �ng � f�1 + x; �2 + x; : : : ; �n + xg (11:19)become equivalent for x a positive or negative integer. We can always choosex to give �n = 0 and hence it su�ces for SU (n) to label inequivalent irreduciblerepresentations of SU (n) by partitions into at most n � 1 non-zero parts. Thusunder U (3)! SU (3) we have f321g ! f21g.11.7 Characters of U (n)The character of an irreducible representation f�g may be shown to be theS�function s�(�1; : : : ; �n) where the �1; : : : ; �n are the eigenvalues of the unitarytransformation matrices. Note that the characters satisfyf�1 + x; �2 + x; : : : ; �n + xg = (�1 : : : �n)xf�1; �2; : : : ; �ng (11:20)11.8 Degeneracy Group of the Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorLet us introduce nine operatorsTij = 12fayi ; ajg (i; j = 1; 2; 3) (11:21)where fa; bg � ab + ba. Using the basic boson commutation relations of Eqn.(11.4) we �nd [Tij; Trs] = �jrTis � �isTrj (11:22)



77Thus the nine operators Tij close under commutation and generate a Lie alge-bra. Putting Hi � Tii (do not confuse this with the Hamiltonian) we �nd thethree Hi form a self-commuting set and[Hi; Tjr] = (�ij � �ir)Tjr (11:23)all the roots are of the form ei � ej where the e are mutually orthogonal unitvectors.The set of nine operators Tij may be identi�ed as the generators of the unitarygroup in three dimensions, U (3). The Hamiltonian H is related to the Hi ofEqn. (11.23) via H = H1 +H2 +H3 (11:24)commutes with all Tij. The three operatorsH0 = Hi � H3 (11:25)taken with the Tij (i 6= j) can be taken as the generators of the special uni-tary group SU (3) if we remember that since PiH 0i = 0 the H0i are not linearlyindependent. For reasons that will become apparent shortly we refer to U (3)as the degeneracy group of the isotropic harmonic oscillator.11.9 Labelling Representations and WeightsIn the case of the angular momentum group SO(3) we label the angular mo-mentum states as jJM i where M is the eigenvalue of Jz with J being the highestweight of M . This idea carries over to Lie groups in general. We recall that inthe case of SO(3) we can write the de�ning commutation relations as[Jz; J�] = �L� [J+; J�] = Jz (11:26)with J� = 1p(2) (Jx � iJy) (11:27)For a general semisimple Lie algebra of rank ` we have ` operators ,Hi (i =1; : : : ; `), that commute among themselves. The Lie algebra can be cast into thestandard Cartan-Weyl form as[Hi;Hj] = 0 (i; j = 1; : : :`)[Hi; E�] = �iE�[E�; E�] = N��E�+�[E�; E��] = �iHi (11:28)



78 11.9 Labelling Representations and Weightswhere the E� are the analogues of the ladder operators J� of SO3.Just as in SO3 we distinguish the components of a representation by the eigen-values of Jz for a Lie group we may label the components of a representationby the eigenvalues of the ` self-commuting operators Hi. For any compact Liealgebra the highest weight vector is unique and hence can be used to specifythe representation. Consider for example, the group U (3) which has three self-commuting operators Hi. Suppose we wish to determine the representationof U (3) whose components are the annihilation a and creation operators ay, wehave [Hi; ayj] = �ijayj and [Hi; aj] = ��ijaj (11:29)Thus the components of ay give rise to the set of weight vectors (100); (010); (001).The highest weight vector is (100) and hence we can label the representationas f100g of U (3). Likewise, the components of a give rise to the weight vectors(�100); (0 � 10); (00 � 1). We say that a weight vector w is higher than a weightvector w0 if the �rst component of their di�erence w � w0 is positive. Thus thehighest weight for a is (00 � 1) and the representation of U (3) spanned by thecomponents of a may be labelled as f00� 1g which is contragredient to f100g.Exercises11.1 Noting Eqn(11.22) show that the nine operators Tij are associated withthe nine weight vectors (000), (000), (000), (1-10), (10-1), (01-1), (-110),(-101), (0-11).11.2 Determine the highest weight vector in the above set of weight vectors.11.3 Repeat the above analysis for a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic os-cillator and show that the relevant symmetry group is U (2).11.10 Rotational Symmetry and the Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorThe harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, Eqn. (11.1), commutes with all thecomponents of the angular momentum operatorL = rxp = iaxay (11:30)and hence H is rotationally invariant. The components of L form under com-mutation the Lie algebra associated with the group SO(3). Noting the de�nitionof the operators Tij, Eqn.(11.21), and Eqn. (11.30) we haveL1 = �i(T23 � T32); L2 = �i(T31 � T13); L3 = �i(T12 � T21) (11:31)



79We may choose L3 as the generator of the group SO(2) and hence for the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator we have the group structureU (3) � SU (3) � SO(3) � SO(2) (11:32)It is convenient to label the oscillator states in a basis jn`mi where n = 0; 1; 2; : : :.From Lecture 10 we haven = 2x+ ` with x = 0; 1; 2; : : : (11:33)and hence the values of ` associated with a given value of n are` = 1; 3; 5; : : : ; n n odd= 0; 2; 4; : : : ; n n even (11:34)and thus for a given n there is a set of (n+1)(n+2)2 -fold degenerate states jn`mi. Thisis precisely the dimension of the symmetric representation of U (3) designatedby the partition fn; 0; 0g and hence the statement that the group U (3) is thedegeneracy group of the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator.n = 5 p; f; hn = 4 s; d; gn = 3 p; fn = 2 s; dn = 1 pn = 0 sThe �rst six levels of the isotropic harmonic oscillatorIn the preceding we have developed the theory for a single particle in a har-monic oscillator potential. This particle could equally well be a nucleon as innuclear physics or an electron in a quantum dot. The degeneracies are exactlythe same as is the form of the energy spectrum. To proceed further requireswe develop a many-particle model for particles interacting in a harmonic os-cillator potential. To that end we may seek to develop a dynamical group whichis the subject of the next lecture.



80 12.1 A Hamiltonian for Quantum DotsThe Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneAh, he thought, the truth bursting on himsuddenly, nobody grows up. Everyone car-ries around all the selves that they have everbeen, intact, waiting to be activated in mo-ments of pain, of fear, of danger. Every-thing is retrievable, every shock, every hurt.But perhaps it becomes a duty to abandonthe stock of time that carries within oneself,to discard it in favour of the present, so thatone's embrace may be turned outwards to theworld in which one has made one's home(page 210)| Anita Brookner, LatecomersLecture 1212.1 A Hamiltonian for Quantum DotsExperimentally the electrons of a quantum dot are contained in a parabolicpotential and hence we expect a close relationship with a many-electron systemsubject to a harmonic oscillator potential. The interaction potential V (ri; rj)between particles i and j moving in a two-dimensional con�ning potential inthe x�y plane is taken to saturate at small particle separations and to decreasequadratically with increasing separation. In free space we would expect theinteraction between two electrons to vary as jri � rjj�1. In a quantum dot theform of V (ri; rj) is modi�ed by the presence of image charges. The wavefunctionsof the electrons con�ned in the quantum dots have a small but �nite extentin the z�direction perpendicular to the x� y plane. This results in a smearingof the electron charges along the z�direction. As a result the interparticlerepulsion tends to saturate at small distances. This suggests choosing theinteraction as V (ri; rj) = 2V0 � 12m�
2jri � rjj2 (12:1)where m� is the electron e�ective mass and V0 and 
 are positive parameters.Consider an N�electron quantum dot each with a charge �e, a g�factor g�,spatial coordinates ri and spin components sz;i along the z�axis. Suppose there



81is a magnetic �eld B along the z�axis. The spatial part of the Hamiltoniancan be written asHspace = 12m� Xi �pi + eAic �2 + 12m�!20Xi jrij2 +Xi<j V (ri; rj) (12:2)and the spin part as Hspin = �g��BBXi sz;i (12:3)where the momentum and vector potential associated with the i � th electronare given by pi = (px;i; py;i) Ai = (Ax;i; Ay;i) (12:4)and �B is the Bohr magneton.The eigenstates of H will involve the product of the spatial and spin eigenstatesobtained from Hspatial and Hspin. The total spin projection SZ = Pi sz;i will bea good quantum number. Choosing a circular gauge Ai = B(�yi=2; xi=2; 0) Eqn.(12.2) becomesHspace = 12m� Xi p2i + 12m�!20(B)Xi jrij2 +Xi<j �2V0 � 12m�
2jri; rjj2� + !c2 Xi Lz;i (12:5)where !20(B) = !20 + !2c=4 and !c = eB=m�c.12.2 Note on Commutators and Second-quantisationIn much that follows we will need to be able to manipulate bosonic annihilation(ai) and creation operators (ayi). The basic bosonic commutation relations are[ai; aj] = 0; [ayi ; ayj] = 0; [ai; ayj] = �i;j (12:6)These can be used to simplify expressions. As an example, consider the anti-commutator fayi ; ajg = ayiaj + ajayi and let us evaluate the commutator [fayi ; ajg; ak].Expanding out we have [ayiaj + ajayi ; ak] = [ayiaj ; ak] + [ajayi ; ak] (12:7)Expanding out the �rst commutator we have[ayiaj ; ak] = ayiajak � akayiaj (12:8)To simplify this commutator we want to try to rearrange the �rst term onthe right-hand-side to cancel the second term. Using the �rst commutator in



82 12.2 Note on Commutators and Second-quantisationEqno. (12.6) we can rearrange the �rst term asayiajak ! ayiakaj (12:9)and hence the right-hand-side of Eqn. (12.9) becomesayiajak � akayiaj ! ayiakaj � akayiaj= [ayi ; ak]aj= �[ak; ayi ]aj= ��i;kajExerciseShow that if Tij = 12fayi ; ajgthen [Tij; Trs] = �j;rTis � �i;sTrj12.3 The Degeneracy Group for Mesoscopic SystemsIn this lecture we enlarge the concept of a degeneracy group to a dynamicalgroup. The degeneracy group for the isotropic harmonic oscillator was foundto be SU (3). Each irreducible representation fn00g is spanned by a set of (n+1)(n+2)2eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and associated with the same energy eigenvalueEn of the harmonic oscillator. There is one weight vector for every eigenstate.The algebra of the degeneracy group contains a set of operators that allowus to start from any eigenstate and ladder through the entire set of degen-erate eigenstates associated with a given degenerate eigenvalue. Thus theangular momentum ladder operators L� take us from one j�LM i eigenstate toanother j�LM � 1i but leaving L �xed. The operators Lz ; L� that generate theangular momentum group SO3 but cannot take us from states belonging toone irreducible representation of SO3 to another. To do that we must use theoperators contained in the degeneracy algebra that lie outside of those of theangular momentum algebra. In addition the algebra of the degeneracy groupcontains operators that allow us to ladder between states of a given SU (3) mul-tiplet changing both L and M quantum numbers but not n. These additionaloperators reect the fact that the isotropic harmonic oscillator has, like theH�atom, symmetry higher that just rotational symmetry.



8312.4 A Dynamical GroupWe seek a dynamical group that contains the degeneracy group as a subgroupand has the energy eigenstates belonging to a single irreducible representa-tion. Such a group contains among its generators operators that allow one toladder between di�erent irreducible representations of the degeneracy group.The degeneracy group contains an in�nite set of �nite dimensional unitaryirreducible representations and hence the dynamical group must necessarilybe a non-compact group with in�nite dimensional unitary irreducible repre-sentations . We now construct the dynamical group for mesoscopic quantumsystems.12.5 The Dynamical Group for Mesoscopic Quantum Systems1. Assume the Hamiltonian of the N�particle system is a function of coor-dinate and momentum operators of the individual particles.2. Designate the coordinates of the r�th particle by xri with r = 1; : : : ; N andthe momentum by pri with i = 1; : : : ; d.3. The associated operators Xri and Pri obey the usual Heisenberg commu-tation relations (We choose units such that �h = 1)[Xri; Xsj] = 0; [Xri; Psj] = i�rs�ij ; [Pri; Psj] = 0 (12:10)4. The (2Nd)2 bilinear operatorsfXriXsj; XriPsj; PriXsj ; PriPsjg (12:11)close under commutation. However, only(2Nd+ 1)Nd of these operators are independent sincePriXsj = XsjPri � i�rs�ij (12:12)5. Consider the (2Nd+ 1)Nd independent operatorsQrisj = 12fXri; Xsjg; Vrisj = 12fXri; Psjg;Krisj = 12fPri; Psjg (12:13)They close under commutation on the non-compact Lie algebra Sp(2Nd;R) which we can take as the dynamical alge-bra of our mesoscopic N� electron system.12.6 Subalgebras of the Dynamical Algebra



84 12.7 Identi�cation of the Sp(2; R) Subgroup1. We can construct subalgebras of Sp(2Nd;R by forming subsets of thede�ning generators that close under commutation. Thus, for example,the V 's close under commutation forming the elements of the GL(Nd;R)algebra.2. Contracting on particle or spatial indices can yield further Lie subalge-bras. Thus the two sets of operators (summing on repeated indices)Qij = XriXrj ; Lij = XriPrj �XrjPri;Kij = PriPrjTij = 12(XriPrj +XrjPri + PriXrj + PrjXri) (12:14)and Qrs = XriXsi; Lrs = XriPsi �XsiPri;Krs = PriPsiTrs = 12(XriPsi +XsiPri + PriXsi + PsiXri) (12:15)close under commutation and separately generate the Lie algebras Sp(2d;R)and Sp(2N;R).3. The above two algebras do not commute but the subsets fLijg and fLrsgdo separately close under commutation with[Lij; Lkl] = i(Lik�jl � Lil�jk + Ljk�il + Ljk�il � Ljl�ik)[Lrs; Ltu] = i(Lrt�su � Lru�st + Lst�ru � Lsu�rt) (12:16)and form the generators of the subalgebras O(d) and O(N ).4. Continuing we are led to the following possible Lie subalgebras of Sp(2Nd;R):-Sp(2; R) �O(Nd) � Sp(2; R)� O(N )� O(d) � U (1)�O(N ) �O(d) (12:17)Sp(2N;R) �O(d) � U (N ) �O(d) � U (1)� O(N )� O(d) (12:18)Sp(2d) �O(N ) � U (d)� O(N ) � U (1)� O(d)�O(N ) (12:19)U (Nd) � U (N )� U (d) � U (1)� O(N )�O(d) (12:20)Note the separation of the spatial and particle dependencies.12.7 Identi�cation of the Sp(2; R) Subgroup



85Let us introduce three operators de�ned byQ = XriXri; T = XriPri + PriXri; K = PriPri (12:21)and having the non-zero commutation relations[Q;K] = 2iT; [Q; T ] = 4iQ; [K;T ] = �4iK (12:21)These commutation relations are those of a three element Lie algebra. Letus �rst decide if the algebra is compact or non-compact. This we may do bycalculating the metric tensor gij = ctikckjt (12:22)where the ctik are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. Noting Eqn.(12.21) we have cTQK = 2i; cQQT = 4i; cKKT = �4i (12:23)Recall that the structure constants are antisymmetric. We now �nd for thediagonal elements of the metric tensorgQQ = gKK = 0gTT = cQTQcQTQ + cKTKcKTK = �4i� �4i + 4i� 4i = �32 (12:24)In addition we have the o�-diagonal elementsgQK = gKQ = cQQT cTKQ + cTQKcKKT = 4i��2i + 2i ��4i = 16 (12:25)and thus the complete metric tensor is represented by the matrix[gij] = 0BBBB@ Q K TQ 0 16 0K 16 0 0T 0 0 �321CCCCA (12:26)We can produce a diagonal metric tensor by puttingA� = 1p2(Q�K) (12:27)to give the Lie algebra as[A�; T ] = 4iA�; [A+; A�] = 2iT (12:28)



86 12.8 Back to the Quantum Dot Hamiltonianand the metric tensor as [gij] = 0BBBB@ A+ A� TA+ �16 0 0A� 0 +16 0T 0 0 �321CCCCA (12:29)We �rst note that the metric tensor has det jgijj 6 0 and hence we can concludethat the Lie algebra is semisimple. Furthermore the metric tensor is inde�niteas required for the algebra to correspond to be non-compact. and hence ourLie algebra is necessarily SO(2; 1) � Sp(2; R) (12:30)12.8 Back to the Quantum Dot HamiltonianWe can express terms in the Hamiltonian of an isotropic harmonic oscillatorHo = 12mPriPri + m!22 XriXri (12:31)in terms of the group generators of Sp(2; R) by noting that12mPriPri = 12mK (12:31)and m!22 XriXri = m!22 Q (12:32)to give Ho = 12mK + m!22 Q (12:33)Now consider our earlier HamiltonianHspace = 12m� Xi p2i + 12m�!20(B)Xi jrij2 +Xi<j �2V0 � 12m�
2jri; rjj2� + !c2 Xi Lz;i (12:5)We can write the electron-electron interaction term for an N�electron quan-tum dot as N (N � 1)V0 � m
24 Xrsi (Xri �Xsi)(Xri �Xsi)leading to Hspace = 12mK + m
202 Q� eB4mcL12 +N (N � 1)V0 + m
22 Xrs Qrs (12:34)with 
20 = !2 + ( eB2mc )2 �N
2 (12:35)The signi�cance of these results is that the �rst three terms in Eqno. (12.34)have been expressed in terms of the generators of Sp(2; R) (K;Q) and O(d) (L12)



87and the last term in terms of generators of the group Sp(2N;R). A practi-cal calculation then involves the evaluation of matrix elements of the groupgenerators in a harmonic oscillator basis.



88 13.1 IntroductionThe Application of Symmetry ConceptstoPhysical Problems IIB. G. WybourneI prefer the open landscape under a clear skywith its depth of perspective, where the wealthof sharply de�ned nearby details graduallyfades away towards the horizon.| H. Weyl, Classical Groups 1938Lecture 1313.1 IntroductionToday is the last lecture in this semester and I propose to �rst review wherewe have travelled this semester and outline where we will travel in the nextsemester. Our journey through symmetry physics is a journey without end.In this semester we have been looking at some of the tools required to exploitsymmetry in physical problems. In the subject of �nite groups we lookedin some detail at the symmetric group leading into the theory of symmetricfunctions indexed by partitions of integers. The introduction of the pictorialrepresentation of partitions in terms of Young frames led to the numberingof frames and a combinatorial de�nition of the Schur functions and the re-markable Littlewood-Richardson rule for multiplying Schur functions. Thesefunctions provided a link between the �nite symmetric groups and the unitarygroups, the Schur functions being the characters of the representations of theunitary group.The representations and characters of the symmetric group, and other�nite groups introduced the idea of the Kronecker product and its resolutioninto its irreducible components. The octahedral group O, isomorphic to thesymmetric group S4 introduced the idea of broken symmetry and branchingrules. Thus the symmetry of the sphere was broken down to the symmetry ofthe octahedron. The Wigner-Eckart theorem introduced the idea of couplingcoe�cients that contain completely the dependence of matrix elements on the



89components of irreducible representations and the reduced matrix elements thatare totally independent of the components of the irreducible representationsappearing in the matrix elements. This is a powerful theorem that leads topractical results, a subject to be explored in more detail next semester.The Lie algebras were de�ned and some of their properties explored. Inparticular we looked at their expression in terms of in�nitesimal transforma-tion operators introducing us to Lie groups. We looked at examples of bothcompact and non-compact Lie algebras with particular emphasis on the algebrasassociated with so(3) and so(2; 1). Unitary representations in the former werefound to be �nite dimensional and in the latter in�nite dimensional. This ledus to the idea of spectrum generating Lie algebras and thence to degener-acy and dynamical groups culminating in and introduction to quantum dotapplications.13.2 The Continuing JourneyTo proceed further and to be able to get into practical applications weneed to develop our subject further. Firstly we must be able to recogniseparticular varieties of Lie algebras. This requires that we make a systematicclassi�cation of the Lie algebras casting them into a standard form. We thenneed to look at the systematic description of the representations of Lie algebrasand how one reduces from an algebra to a subalgebra in terms of branchingrules. We can then return to the Wigner-Eckart theorem and introduce tensoroperators which are the key to practical calculations. It is only then that wecan expect to make applications to physical problems.13.3 The standard form of a Lie algebraIt is important to be able to transform a Lie algebra into some standardand recognisable form. To that end we seek a standard form for the com-mutators of the elements, X� , of a semisimple Lie algebra. Suppose A is anarbitrary linear combination of the X� such thatA = a�X� (13:1)Let X be another linear combination such thatX = b�X� (13:2)and [A;X] = �X (13:3)



90 13.3 The standard form of a Lie algebraThis is the form of an eigenvalue equation with eigenvalue � and eigenvectorX. In detail a�b�c���X� = �b�X� (13:4)The linear independence of X� requires that(a�c��� � ���� )b� = 0 (13:5)and hence det ja�c��� � ���� j = 0 (13:6)For a lie algebra having r elements Eqno. (13.6) cannot have more than rroots. If A is chosen so that Eqno. (13.6) has the maximum number ofdistinct roots then Cartan has shown that for semisimple Lie algebras only� = 0 is degenerate. If the degeneracy is `-fold then ` is called the rank of thesemisimple Lie algebra.The roots corresponding to � = 0 will be associated with ` linearlyindependent eigenvectors Hi spanning an `-dimensional subspace of the r-dimensional root vector space. Thus[A;Hi] = 0 (i = 1; : : : ; `) (13:7)The eigenvectors E� associated with the remaining r � ` distinct rootswill span a (r � `)-dimensional subspace of the r-dimensional root vector spaceand thus [A;E�] = �E� (13:8)Since A commutes with Hi we may writeA = �iHi (13:9)Di�erent Lie algebras are characterised by di�erent root structures so weneed to examine the properties of root vectors. to that end consider thecommutator [A; [Hi; E�] = [A;HE�]� [A;E�Hi]= [A;H]E�+Hi[A;E�]� [A;E�]Hi �E�[A;Hi]= �[Hi; E�] (13:10)Thus if E� is an eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue � there must be` eigenvectors [Hi; E�] belonging to the same eigenvalue. But the � are non-degenerate and hence the eigenvectors E� must each be proportional to E�



91implying that [Hi; E�] = �iE� (13:11)and hence that c�i� = �i��� (13:12)Noting Eqnos.(13.8), (13.9) and (13.11) we have� = �i�i (i = 1; : : : ; `) (13:13)and hence the �i may be regarded as the covariant components of a vector �in an `-dimensional space.Consider the Jacobi identity[A; [E�; E�]] + [E�; [E�; A]] + [E�; [A;E�]] (13:14)Use of Eqno. (13.8) then gives[A; [E�; E�]] = (�+ �)[E�; E�] (13:15)showing that the eigenvector [E�; E�] is associated with the root �+ � if �+ � isnon-vanishing. If � = �� then [E�; E�] must be a linear combination of the Hi[E�; E��] = ci�;��Hi (13:16)with c��� = 0 if � 6 �+ �. If �+ � is a non-vanishing root then[E�; E�] = N��E�+�= c�+��� E�+� (13:17)We now establish an important property of roots:Theorem 13.1For every non-vanishing root � of a semisimple Lie algebra there is a root ��ProofRecall the metric tensor g�� = c���c��� (13:18)The summation over � and � is restricted by Eqno. (13.12) and (13.16) andhence g�� = c���c��� + c����c���� + X� 6�� c�+��� c��+�� (13:19)



92 13.4 The Standard Cartan-Weyl FormBut it follows from Eqno. (13.12) and (13.16) that each term can only existif � = �� and hence g�� = 0 if � 6 �� (13:20)Thus if �� is not a root then det jg�� j = 0 and Cartan's criterion for a semisimpleLie algebra is not satis�ed.13.4 The Standard Cartan-Weyl FormWe are free to normalise the E� of Eqno. (13.8) so thatg��� = 1 (13:21)We can order our basis so thatgab = 0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@ gik ...� � � � � � � � � � �... 0 1... 1 0... : : :... 0 1... 1 0 1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA (13:21)For a semisimple Lie algebra det jgabj 6 0. Noting Eqno. (13.11) and (13.12) wehave gik =X� c�i�c�k� =X� �i�k (13:22)and hence gik may be used as a metric tensor for the `-dimensional spacespanned by the vectors �.Recalling the antisymmetric tensorc��� = g��c��� (13:23)and c��� = g��c��� (13:24)we have ci��� = gikc���k= gikck���= gikc�k�= gik�k = �i (13:25)



93since ck��� = c�k�g��� and g��� = 1and hence [E�; E��] = �iHi (13:26)with the �i being the contravariant components of the root vector �.We can now write out the standard Cartan-Weyl form of a semisimplealgebra as [Hi;Hj] = 0 (i; j = 1; : : : ; `) (13:27a)[Hi; E�] = �iE�(13:27b)[E�; E�] = N��E�+� (if ) �+ � 6 0)(13:27c)[E�; E��] = �iHi(13:27d)Note that Eqno(13.27a) amounts to constructing from the elements 13.5Example of so3The Lie algebra of the rotation group, SO3, may be de�ned in terms of thestandard commutation relation [Li; Lj] = i"ijkLk (13:28)Or in terms of the ladder operators L1 � iL2 as[L3; L�] = �L�; [L+; L�] = 2L3 (13:29)To place the algebra in the Cartan-Weyl form we chooseH1 = L3; E� = 1p2L� (13:30)to give [H1;H1] = 0; [H1; E�] = �E; [E+; E�] = H1 (13:31)To proceed to the classi�cation of the semisimple Lie Algebras we needto �rst consider some further properties of root vectors and then develop agraphical representation of root vectors to �nally a complete classi�cation interms of Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams, but that must await future lectures.


